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COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNiTIES 
CON(82)  385  final 
Brussels,  l  July  19132 
INI'riAL  GUIDELINES  FOR  A  COMMUNITY  POLICY 
ON  'IDURISM 
(Communication  from  the  Commission  to the 
Council) 
COM(82)  385  final AHIS  OF  THE  COMrtiUliTCATION 
T'ne  Commission is sending a  comJnunication to the  Council  C'D  tourism 
because it ha.s  observed the extraordirk-:try expansion cf  · ·.:-tTist 
activity in the  Comrrru..""li ty and  the interrelationshi:;:.  !1.:;J~;L,;een  tourism 
and  a  large  number  of Community activities.  It  t~J.or.:::fore felt it 
useful to emphasize  the  importance  of tourism to th-:·  C·~n:urruni ty and 
consider hot..r  it relates to other  Community  a.cti  vi  tie.:" 
1Inese  two  aims 
are  elaborated in the  study "The  Europeari  Communi t;y-·  and  Tourism" 
annexed to this communication. 
Tne  paper reveals the  axeas in wlrich  Community action is likely to 
stimulate the harmonious  development  of tourism within the  Co~~""lity 
and  indicates to the  Council  t-~hich  of'  the proposals now  -before it 
would,  when  adOpted,  promote  the  development  of tourism  in the 
Community  or improve  -the  conditions in which  those  iDvulved in the 
tourist industry >·lOrk. 
Finally the  Comr:U.ssion  · seeks. to. identit'y the priority areas in which 
action by the  Comrrru.nity,  either in addition to or as  a  means  of 
coordinating wha.t  is done  at national level, could help solve  some 
of the problems of tourism in the  Communit~r. 
I.  Ttr.J:  IMPORTANCE  OF'  TO~HE  COl®f\JNI'rY 
.Article  2  of'  the Treaty of Rome  a.ssig:r>..s  to the  European Comrmini ty the 
task of promoting closer relations between the  s+:=;.tes  vJhich  belong to 
it..  Tourism can a.ssist the  Community  to achieve this goal  and~ by 
bringing the peoples of E.'urope  into contact  t  it buttresses the edifice 
of  0~ropean integra.tiono 
'rourism is also  an important  econom..i.c  acti:.ri  ty in the  sp:~.:ri t  Z)f 
,1_rticle  2  of the  Treaty.  It provides  jobs for 4  million people in 
the  Cor:unun:i.ty  and its indirect effect  on  employment is considerably 
greater.,  It  contributes to balance of payments  stabiJ.i  t~"  r.1c-d.Heen - 2  ... 
the  northo:cn  _;u.::..Jpec  .  co1.:nt  ies and  those of the  so~.:_T.h  and  a;- ,~ ->.sts 
1n  ti"l·~  ciev·::L.ynd'l.-1:  y:_  th~ pooreot  r0s;iona  of ilha  Colllllnmi'ti;y.  SpQo;i.g,l 
attention should  -:her,,fore be paid to promoting its harmonious 
development  throughout  the Community. 
A further measure  of the  importance  of tourism to the  Community is 
the  large  number  of  Community  policies which, directly or indirectly, 
have  a  bearing on it.  These  range from the free  movement  of 
persons  and  the  freedom to provide tourist services, through passenger 
transport to regional development  and  the protection of the 
environment.  To  give fUrther  stimulation to tourism within the 
Corcrnuni ty, a  "tourist dimension"  should be  given to these  so that the 
needs  of tourism are  taken into account when decisions are  taken and 
Corrillllnity  actions  implemented.  The  following headings  show  the areas in 
vrhich  tourism can be  taken into account. 
II.  FB.EE:OOM  OF  MOVEMENT  AND  THE  PROTECTION  OF  TOURISTS 
A number  of measures help to encourage  tourism within the  Community  by 
mrucing it easier for tourists to  cross frontiers and stay in other 
Member  States. 
1.  Easing of customs  checks 
Hith  the abolition of customs duties within the European  Community 
the  number  of checks  has  been reduced  and it is therefore easier for 
all Community  citizens, including tourists, to  cross  interr~l 
frontiers  ..  H01·1ever~  since  VAT  rates differ betvreen the  Member 
Statesf  random  checks  on the  goods  imported by travellers are carried 
out  at frontiers..  'I'he  system of  "duty-free  allo·<Jances"  allovTS  goods 
to be  imported up  to  certain limits fixed by the Council.  If 
these  alloua.nces v1ere  more  generous,  the risk of infringement 
would oe  lessened and  customs  checks  could be  correspond.ingly reduced. - j-
This  ~il'ould.  fo::.;·to:;.·  ~- _;..;-:;:~  the citizens of the f.1eiuber  Sta:tes the sc::.:3o 
ot'  -~elo:ngi112: to  ·i;i~e  Community  .. 
tho  d-u:cy-:f:.:Bo  allovrances  a.?e  inc:::-ease:i  regula.r·lyo 
Gc::-..1.--milrl ty :;_;rcccd.uxe  on the pl'ov:isioning of boats1  aeroplanes  a::..d 
interuatioua.l  train;;,!  ~..rhich >vo-.::.ld  a..lso  be beneficial :for tourism., 
2,  Reduct:i.o;}  of 'Colice checks at frontiere. 
In addition  --~o  cus·to:n.s  im:pection::::: 7  police checks are still carri0d 
out  a.t  frontiors 1N'ithin the Ccnm:·  .. u-...ity  dB-spite the fact that in 
December  197~ the Hca.C.s  of' State  01  ..  Gover:n;;,ent  advocated a  passport 
ur...ion  entail:l.ng a  tmifo:t-m  pr~sspoJ.•t and the aboli·i:;ion  of frontier 
checks..  Al  tl::wug-h  tbcze checks arc retained on tho g-.r.ounds  of p·..:..blic 
order  ~~d p~blic  s~fety  (ter~orism: dl•ug  smuggling) it does  seam 
pos~ible to simplify  th~n ror all modes  of transportQ 
The Cc::r.r.1is;::iou  has recently proposed to  th~ Co'(;.11Cil  a  resolu.tic:c on 
the  sirnp1i:fic~t~.or. of check:J  on the citizens of' the Me8bcr  s·~ates 
who  c1·osr:l  fronti  e:z-s  td  thin J.;ne  C  cmr.nmi ty2, 
tho  "l:H~~1efits  of tr.:.i.;:;  facility  .. -4-
r~Vi.U"'iE~S  ~.  ~~:sistar:~ce  a.:1d  cc_.:"  iTiS\lr:3.X:C(::;  .  ~-~-· 
proposed. a  nc:·be:r  o::;:·  :.:ueas-.:o.re:s  in these  fielC..s: 
Dil'cc·~ivu tv  ir~t:...~c.C.·..rce  -.;:_'l.ifc::.."'m  ccr~ditions fer  to~·::.s,.<;;  az.;;;ista.-:Gj 
tr..roughc.:~;;  ...  ;;J:.;c  C  c:;·..nu:r.d. ty1 ; 
OL.  the  h.&l.~:~o:- ... iz~tio:~ cf  .:~he  legizlatiou  o~ ~~he 1:C?.:.tbc:.'  States  CCi1.C(~:.··~(1i:::::_~ 
civil  liz."C~i1.i·~y insurance  fc:..•  motor vchiclo:.i; 
On  8  J~.:n.1:ro-y  1981 it roco~c::~.decl to the Mo?,.;iber  States e.ccelerc;..tc;i 
oettlement of claims under civil liability in~,ance3 • 
5o  The prdcction of tourj.sts~ interests 
The  protectio:-~ of tourist::;  v  interests aga:i.nst  a...."'lY  shor·~comings ir..  ·t.i:e 
sc:;."'Vices  offered by travel  age:1.ts1  n.gz.inst  t~e cc:-.:ctil:10S  .-!'li~loa.J.::.n.; 
advertise:ncn·~s o.bcut the  accc~'lcCiatiol'l offo::.·ed  c:..nd  agail:.:::;·~  sa.fe~.;y  11:.:.z;_:~·~;:_ 
in the place3  ·.·l'~cre  ..  .;lH:::y  a:..~e  stay-.j.;,1.g  requ:;.rGs  strongi,'he.ni;l[,;. 
conc-x:.:o:- :;;r:  ...  ~,:/,;ectic.l  L1  cc~..::..ection 1-Ji tn inclusive hcliC:.ays  .. 
;oJ- c 51 7  l0  .. 3.,j.90J. .. 
... CJ  c  21.,.~  ...... -.',- ~~;;·,:.;" 
3
0J  L  57~ 4  .. 3  .. 19  oJ. y  >" :n .. - 5-
It. 11ill  st"J.ci;;r  non-structural  aspectr.;  of hotel  snfetyo 
It  \·:j_ 11  cr:cicavc~l.:C'  -~,>  · (.anoarclh<o  the presentation of iuformation  D.bout 
hotels. 
III.  \·JOH.Kii·:-G  CO~i;Dr:L'IO.NS  FDR  THOSE  ENGAGED  IN  'IDURISM 
The  Enrope~:.n  Co!?'.m1;.nj_ty  n2.s  orouc·ht  about  a  common  market  in tourist  services 
by permitting freedom  of csto.blishinent  for  eco:r:ornic  operators and by enabling 
them to provide  se:cvices  in any  Member  State.  It can further  improve 
conditions for those  working in tourism by taking action in the  follm·;ing areas. 
1.  The  rigl:t  of est:kblishment  and  freedom to  provide tourist  services 
These  t1vo  rights,  Hhich  are  guaranteed by the  EEC  Treaty,  are  important  to an 
international activity such as tourism.  The  principle  of regarding other 
Co~~unity citizens as  on the  same  foo~ing  as those  of the host  country is 
generally  reco~ized.  But  the  existence  of varying national rules on the 
conditions  of access to  a  tourist profession may  form  a  barrier to freedom  of 
establishment  and the  freedom to provide  services. 
In 1965  the  Co~~ission proposed to the  Council  a  Directive  on measures to 
encourage  exercise  of the right to freedom  of establishment  and  freedom to 
provide  services by self-employed workers,  including qertain transport 
auxiliaries ar  ... d  travel agents1•  l-
2.  Vocational  trainin~ and  the  mutual  reco~1ition of  q~lifications 
~ 
The  mobi.lity of Harkers in the tourist industry,  vlhich  i
1s  often essential to the 
"! 
exercise  of their profession,  frequently depends  on the  recognition of 
qualifications  ac(~red or periods  of study completed in other Member  States. 
1 
OJ  C 239,  4.10.1967,  P•  15. Provided they  ,-,.~··2  sot  ··.o}') 
'  -~. 
·-- v 
11-id.  ·f:r-cn!  ·:_Jr·:~.  ~~tx:  ..... J.'}l:  .. _::r  S:)ci.:~J  :F\tnd_ 
----...--------~------~-~-----------
industry bese·,;  ·,.;i c.li  the  p::"•)rlems  of  seac;on::J.li ty,  requires  particula:r attention. 
'.i:'he  concent~·c_-...tic,:1  of  ;.;chooi  Cl'Llr5  ..  irJ6:untrial  ho1ide..;;.·s  in  c.  snort  period of the 
year  reclucc:::  the  •::fficier..c;•: :f incustry,  especi:::~J.ly the  tour."\st  industry·,  o:;_r:d 
the effecti  ve:".ess  of :ceg'"'cl'.".J.  deveJ opracnt. 
prices and  <1  ~iegre._:,  of  con{rest:  .. on  ~:hic::h  is <.mromfort;:•.ble  for  t!1e  tourists 
themselves.  ';"~'lle  Cot:·~mi:=;sic-:n  c.Jnsiders  this m(-.:tter  as  one  of high priority. 
It vlill  s·;  ~  ...  ---~-,_  \·;:i_-LLc~xt  ~J_  i_ ·: J. a:r  t:1c  pa.tte~Y)  oi  ;':'c)lOol  and.  ::_ ndustri  01l  holicla;ys 
in the  i·f:e; :cor  3i·,ntl~S  C:..~J(.  !":onsid.t:-::··  v:i1.2,~;  ca.1-::  ~e done  1:0  ertend the  totiTj.st 
seasor1. 
In this  to ;rrays.  o1:-o 
;30Cia2.,  c1.1"l t1..1ra.l  and  .f'~.rrr.  tou:-ci.cm'"' - 7-
5.  'I'ru:  matter;~  co;:~nccteo_  'l'lith  tourism 
The  VAT  rates v:hich  apply to  services provided  by  hotels and  restaura."lts 
differ uiciely from  one  Nember  State to another.  However  the  Com1rn:.ni ty 
has not yet  tackled the harmonization of VAT  rates  n.nd  could not  do  so 
for one  sector in isolation. 
It is therefore for  the Member  States to  apply VAT  rates which tal:e 
account  of the needs of their tourist industries and  international 
competition in this sector. 
The  Co:rmnission,  for its part,  \vill  establish to vlhat  extent 
disparities in the taxation imposed by the Member  States on tourism 
divert the flo1·r  of tourism. 
6.  Energy matters relating to tourism 
The  price of energy is of great  concern to tourism:  ~;j;  affects the 
cost of transport  and the cost of heating or air  cond~~ioning in hotels 
and  other buildings for tourist purposes. 
Measures  proposed by the  Commission  in the  context  of its energy policy 
cannot but be  of assistance  to  tourism
1
• 
The  Commission  takes  equally into account  the  tourist aspects  of 
energy-saving d~monstration projects and projects to exploit 
alternative energy  sources for which Community  aid is requested. 
IV.  TRANSPORT  AND  TOURISl'l. 
Since tourism involves mobility,  transport is of prime  importance. 
Economic  integration has  h~  a  beneficial effect on  communications 
>·li thin the  Community. - 8-
This has been particularly true of road  transport  so  attention  shotud 
now  be  given to  other modes  of passenger transport  and  infrastructure 
of benefit to the  Community  in general. 
- The  Com.;nission  intends to stimulate reflection of railway undertakings 
as  to how  they  can make  their passenger services  more  attractive. 
In the field of air transport,  tourism has much  to cain from  the 
draft  Directive sent  by the  Co~~ission to the Council  on 
26  October  1981,  Hhich  includes the  aims  of increased transparency 
and  greater flexibility in tariffs for regular services betHeen the 
1  Member  States  • 
This is also true of the Regulation proposed to the qouncil  on 
27  November  1980,  v1hich  is designed to  improve regular regional air 
.  2  serv1.ces  • 
More  generally in the field of transport  infrastructure,  the  Commission 
proposed in November  1979  that  support  should be  given to  investment 
projects of Community  interest3;  this may  also assist tourist traffic 
between the Member  States. 
V.  REGIONAL  DEiJELOPI'.1C:NT  l:JTD  TOURIS1·i 
The  promotion of tourism  can help the development  of poorer regions vii th 
tourist potential and  here the  Corr~unity can assist in two  ways:  by 
finance  from  the European  Regional  Development  Fund  and  by finance  from 
the  EAGGF  Guidance  Section. 
1.  Assista~ce from  the European  Regional  Development  Fund 
The·  Com1nuni ty sees "'l:ou.rism  as one  of the  economic  sectors that  could 
help in the development  of the poorer regions.  The  ERDF  therefore 
makes  a  contribution in this field both from its quota and its non-quota 
1  . 
2cm.1( 81 )590. 
3
coM(80)624. 
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sections.  Tourist projects  submitted by the Member  States 
must  however  form  part  of a  development  programme  for  the 
region in question. 
The  Commission  gives consideration to operations to  s1.:pport  the 
development  of tourism,  espG~  .  .:ia.lly in rural areas,  1rrhich  can be 
financed  by the ERDF. 
2.  Assistance  from  the Euroncan 4gricultural  Guidanc~ and  Guarantee 
~ 
The  EAGGF  Guidance  Section can aid the development  of :tourist activities 
that  complement  agricultural activities.  It can also: help  create the 
conditions required for the  success of rural tourism,  particularly in 
mountainous  and  other less-favoured regions. 
The  Corrunission  gives consideration to projects for t{le  development 
:· 
of rural tourism  submitted by  the Member  States for li;AGGF  financing. 
VI.  S.4FEGUARDil'TG  EUROPE'S  HERITAGE  AND  T01JRISM 
Nature  and  cultural heritage,  particularly architecture,  constitute 
Europe's to1rrist  resources.  Touristic interest of Europe is its 
variegated landscapes,  historic sites and artistic monuments.  The 
work undertaken to preserve  th~s shared heritage therefore  ;:~.: ...  ;;o  ·ha.s  a 
more  directly economic  aspecto 
1  o  £!nvironmental  .. protection a11d  tourism 
A large nwnber  of· Community  measures  concerning sea ana.  air poll  u-'l.iion 
and  noise are of benefit to the tourist  industry,  but  in its ttrrn 
tourism must  take environmental requirements into  account~ - 10  -
The  ci.ra.ft  Action Prog.ra.'11I!le  of the  EuropGa.n  Communities  on the 
Environ.:nent  ( 1932-86),  adopted.  by the  Commission  on  28  October  1981 
a:tld  sent  to the Council  explicitly mentions the fact  thc:::t 
attention m<J.st  be paid to  envirmJrnental  considerations in 




The  draft  Directive  concerning the assessment  of the  enviror.~.laental 
effects of certain pul1lic  and.  private prqjects?  ~-;:Oich Has  adopted  oy 
the  Commission  on  16  J·une  1980  and  sent to the Council  for  a  decision1 
1  ~  0  t  '0  0'  0  2  a  so  concerns  ~o1rc:1s  ac"tlVl"tles  • 
The  architectural heritage is  behind such  international  tourism 
and  as  s<J.ch  it is a  val  ua,ble  a:::; set >vhich  brings  considerable  dividends 
to many  areas  o:f  tl:.e  Community  Q  It therefore d.eser-ves to be  preserved 
as  a  source  of their vrealth. 
The  Commission  is preparing a  commuxJ.ication to the Cpuncil  on 
strengthening Cormnunity  action in the cultural  secto~~,  part  of '(,·Jhich 
Hill deal  v-:ith  the  CommlrrLityVs  contribution to the preservation of 
its architectural heritageo 
The  Commission intends to propose  a  prograinme  of  exchanges of  ~y01U1g 
v1orkers  1  1,1hich 1dll also  dea.l  v1i th the usc of voluntary servj oes for 
the preservation of the archi  tecturaJ.  heritage. 
1 u~J  C 305  25  11  1°8  2 
7  Oo  •  ;I  1~ 
-oJ  c 169,  9.  7 .1980  e - 11-
VII.,.  COl'fCLUs:;: ;,~ :s 
This  st-~dy cf the -'-;om"ist  c:.spects  of va::..,:Lcus  Co;:u::.r,:ud ty ;::.ctivi  tie::> 
clearly shot-is  that the Co::munity must "be  activH  on  -~~o  fro::.rts:  i·l; 
must  worl: actively for the development  9f tourism in the I!i6mber 
States mtd  ::. t  r:lust  select a  ni.illlber of priori  ties,. 
1.  Horkin,.,;;  acti  701-:L.fox·  the develcpmcnt  of ~~ 
The main  :..~ecpor.:.8ibili ty for tourism lies ivi th the !.1ember  States.,  The 
past  t"t-;c~tty yearz ha.ve  shm-;-.-.  -~hat both the public ru1d.  the pri  va:ce 
sector of the  economy in  -~he I.1embcr  States have  S""u.cceoded  in ad.~.;;ting 
themselves  ""lio  a.  touxizr:! 'i-;hose  ex-pectations ha.ve  gTo~m il'l line t'W'i th its 
numbers.  1-rnile it is t:ru.e  that the e:dste:nce of the  Ccl7~muni  ty has 
given thc:n  a.  :fa.vou.ra·ole  contro..-t  -v.rhich it could improve still further 
by adopting a  number  of common  rules and by bette:t' coordination of ito 
activities in the field oE  tourism, it should not  go  too far in  see7~ng 
to coordinate 1:a.tional policies becau:;;e  each of these reflects the 
very di:fferaut _situations  of the  Member  States.  Nor  should it try to  solve 
problems that could better be dealt 1-1i th at national or even regional 
lev·el  .. 
At C  omn:nmi ty 1 evel  some  of the \".rork  to further tourism also depend..:; 
principally on ini  tia:'cives by the Member  Stateso  It is up to them to 
:present  tOUl'if>-tp:rojects uhich qualify for Commu..'Yl.i ty support  f:rom  the 
Regional,  Social  or Agricultural Fonds. 
Other important  opera·~ions in the field of tourism are the responsibility 
of the  Cctu~cilv  Some  of the Commission~s proposals have been before the 
Council  for a  considerable time and their rapid adoption \iould e11oo·urage 
tou.:riS!;l  •ri  thin the C  om:m.uni ty and improve  cond.i  tions for those wor~dng 
in the tourist industry  .. other area of  economic  activity,  confbrm ta  the  competition rules  set 
movemfmi.:o;  within  the  Community  \~:nich  has  been  achieved  is r,ot  jcopc:.rd.ized 
by  protectionist  measures  stimulated ty the  economic  recession  from 
whicl1  a.ll  t:r  .. e  I;iernber  States  are  sufi'eringo 
2.  Selection of  __ priori  tie_E. 
'I'he  Comr.1ission  is  read,y  to  consider with  the  liier.;'oer  :::.t.ates  2.  numb::;r  o:::' 
priority matters i'Jhich  could.  be  -:Jetter  de.:d  t  •..:i th by  concerted natiolia1 
ancl  Com;T;lmj_ ty action.  In its view  these  include  the  lengthening of  the 
tourist  season  7  the  preservation of the  architectural heri  ta.ee  in disadvantaged 
regions  and  the  promotion  of  socia1,  cultural  ;J..l'1d  rural  to:~risrn"  These 
iss1.:.es  are  linked  and  c2n be  red<>.ced  ·'co  the  sir..gle  question  of  ho\'>'  oe~::t 
to use  the  tourist installations and  labour  a.vai1able~  ~~pr~cie>J.l;;t  in 
rural  areas,  while  enco'1raging  the  lea<>t  pri'lrileged  sect~ons of the 
population to  become  to:<rists. 
The  Commissi.on  is going to  d.iscuss  the  ql)_estior..  of  st~ggeri.ng school  and 
industrial holidays  l-.'i. th the  appropriate  authorities.  It is however  con·-
vinced  that  in  this  case  a  normative  solutj_on  is not  sufficient.  The  hc;.bit  of 
regarding one  or  two  months  of'  the year as  the  hob clay  season  r.-~i 11  have 
to  be  overcome  and  this means  tha.t  the  public must  be  offered new  "prodt.:.cts 11 
and  the  poorer  sections of  society encouraged to take  advanta.ge  of.  off-se;~.scn 
prices. 13  -
r.rhe  growtft  of  tollr~sra  ir;  recent  ye2tr"S  ;..;houlcl  riot  b(~  £:t.l1o-/J.:~d  to  n::.ue  i)·~;; 
fact  the·~..:  ...  'l'c_ ..  ~~·;_;:~  ..  ~_,~  -·.~.~ cr-.r;  (!r  societ:y- ;.,:til1  l:~~vo  inf3-;Jf.f~~cien.t  i11co:a~~  tc· 
better·  ur_:e  t.J  be  m·ide  of  investr:;ents  in  to~n"lsm. 
tourisw of  &.  i~.c.::d.o:nina.ntl,y  c·.1.l tural nature  vihich  vmuld.  t:n.erofore  ··:x~ 
less  close:J.;y  lit1keci  to  the  sur:uner  period than other types.  Cul t1;ral 
circuits  1  pcrhc;[)S  extending over  a  numo(.~r of Member  St~tes,  could oe 
encouraged  b;;r  ;)n.  e;ppropriate  pricing policy. 
T.he  se.:Jrch  for  more  att=-acti ve  prices  can  also  lead  to  a  new  concept  of 
holic:L·kys;  farm  tourism or rural  tourism using the  natural  and  cultural 
environment  of the  countryside,  rural  labour  and  the  typical  food.~>  of 
the  various  regions.  The  encouragement  of this  type  of 
tourism would  furnish extra  jobs for  the  rural labour force,  assist the 
development  of disadvantaged  regions  of  the  Communit;y  and  enable  their 
natural  and  cultural heritage to be  preserved. 
*  *  * 
The  Co·mci l  is requested. to approve  these initial guidelines i'or  a 
Conununi ty to ;.rist policy.  In the  light of the  discussion of them  which 
will  take  place  in both  the  Co·,mcil  and Parliament,  the  Commission will 
present  concrete  proposals  on  tourism to the  Co:mcil. CO:t:'"TENT& 
I.  The  im.Q.ortar.ce  o:f'  tou:::-ism  to the  Co~n!.'!lUYli ty 
II.  Freec':.um  of move;-r:ent  and  the v.rotection  of tourists 
1.  Crossing frontiers within the Community 
2.  Social security for tourists 
3.  Car insurance and tourist insurance 
4.  The  protection of tourists' interests 
III.  ~'!orkbJ.g conditions  for  those  engafied- in  tourism 
1.  The  right  of establishment  and freedom to proviqe  services 
2.  Vocational training and the mutual  recognition of diplomas 
3.  Aid  from  the European Social Fund 
4.  Staggered holidays 
5·  Tax matters connected with tourism 
6~  Energy matters  relating to  tourism 
IVo  'l'ransport  and  tourism 
1 •  Passenger tra...1"lspor-t  by road 
2.  Railway passenger transport 
3.  Air transport  and  touri&'!l 
4.  Transport  infrastructure 
1o  Assistan0o  from  the European Regional  Development Fund 
2.  Assistance  from  the European Agricultural Guarantee  and 
Guidance 1''und 
VIo  Safes'"ni'l..rding  the  E'uropean  [:.e_rj. tage  and tourism 
1 •  EnvL oo.'Tlern;al  prot(,.;.·tion and  to1.trl.sm 
2.  The  architectural heritage and tourism 
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I.  THE  IMPORTANCE  OF  TOURISM  TO  THE  COMMUNITY 
In  the  preamble  to  the  Treaty  of  Rome  the  Member  States  express  their  determination 
to  Lay  the  foundations  of  an  ever  closer  union  among  the  peoples  of  Europe  and 
Article  2  of  the  Treaty  assigns  to  the  European  Community  the  task  of  promoting 
closer  relations  between  the  States  which  belong  to  it.  Although  this  is  not  the 
Community's  only  task,  it  is  certainly the  most  important  and  the  one  which  is 
most  basic  to  th~ very  existence of  the  Community.  Tourism  can  assist  the 
Community  to  achieve  this goal.  Indead,  the  leisure  aspect  of  tourism  often 
pushes  into  the  background  the  cultural  and  political  aspects  which  are  non  the 
Less  real  and  of  great  importance. 
Tourism  enables  peoples  of  Europe  to  discover  that,  far  from  being  a  source  of 
dissension,  the  cultural  variety within  their  shared  civilization  can  be  a  source 
of  richness  and  interest.  Since  its establishment,  the  Council  of  Europe  has  been 
very  concerned  to  encourage  this process.  The  Community  hgpes  that  this  aspect  of 
the  Council's  work  will flourish and  that  it~s own  activities will  help  achieve 
this goal. 
Once  the  preserve of a  privileged few,  during the sixties ar1d  seventies tourism 
acquired mass  appeal,  becoming an important  source  of jobs and a  means  of 
developing disadvantaged regions.  It also became  one  of the major  sectors of 
economic activity in the  Community~ 
Table  1  illustrates the rapid  ex.,...ans.; on  of'  in+er"""'tl.·  o·-'"!.<>-1  tour·.~.· sm  .;  Y'  ·'  "  •  •  l:""  .....  _  ...  .L.LC.oo  .L._  ..... <1. ...  "t.r1e  vc~n.J,""Y•;.l.11l TsY 
countries during those  decades - <.m  expansion Hhich makes  it almost  uniq:ue 
among  economic activitieso Hhile the contribution of international touris:n 
revenue  and  expenditure in the Go:nmuni ty as  a  1-l'hole  greH mere  than ter  .• fold 
this period,  the  :i ·:-:.r:reace  in certain countries was  considerably higher. Table  1 
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REVENUE  FRQ-.1  AND  EXPENDITURE  ON  INTERNATIONAL  TOURISM  IN  THE 
Mn.fBER  STATES 
(millions of current dollars) 
1960  1970  1975  1980 
Germany  R  481  ~ .024  2.84E'.  6.639 
E  6'{9  2.493  8.502  20.827 
I 
----· 
Belgium/  R  - ..  . "348  880  1.810 
Luxe:nbourg  E  94  492  ~-416  3. 27 2 
--· 
R  107  314 
I 
I  746  1.337  Denmark 
E  74  273  61;2  1  ~ 56C•  ·- .  -- --~--·-- .... ·-
France  R  525  1. 191  .  ··~49 
0.235  . 
E  .. 
.  6.027  325  1.0)7  3.062 
---·  --·------
Greece  R  47 
I 
194  621  1.  733 
E  19  55  ~9  1)10 
·-~--.... ---·------
Ireland  R  119  193  216  61'1 
E  42  91(l)  171(2)  519(3) 
Italy  R  642  1.639  2.582  8.914  . 
E  92  ?27  1.051  1. 907 
·-
R  128  .. 
421  ] 
1.108  1.640  Netherlands 
•.  . 
E  127  598  1.666  4.6.:n 
--
United Kingdom  R  109  1.040  2.442  6.932 
E  93  924  1.  921  6.1~54 
. 
R .. revenue 
E .,  expenditure 
!
1l1969 
2  1974 
3  1979 
Source:  OECD,  Ton:dsm  policy - 4-
Tourism within the  Co~aunity accounts for more  than  5~/o of tourist  expendit~re 
and more  than  6C!f~  of tourist revenue  and  so  plays  a.."l  important  part in 
redistributing wealth within the Community.  As  Table  1  shovrs,  \.J"hile  revenue 
·•"'. 
more  or less matches  expenditure in Denrnark,  Ireland and the United Kingdom, 
Germany and  the  Benel~( countries are  heavy net  spenders  and France,  Greece 
and Italy show  a  substantial surplus.  Since the countries of northern Europe 
generally have  a  positive trade balance,  tourism contributes  towards  balance 
of payments  stability,  which is beneficial for the Community as a  vrhole  and 
helps it achieve its fundamental  aim  of balanced growth. 
Table  2  sho\-J"S  the relative importance  of tourism for the Member  States 9  balances 
of payments.  Although,  taking all goods  and  services in the Nine  together, 
tourism  accounts for almost  4%  of credits and almost  5%  of debits,  its share 
in the credits or debits of certain Member  States is much  greater.  Tourism 
makes  a  major contribution to the  payments  balances of countries  such as 
Greece,  Italy,  Ireland,  and  even France.  The  importance  of this may  be  judged 
from  thE?  fact  that  in March 1982  the Tourism  Committee  of the  OECD  noted the 
growing resurgence of protectionist measures hindering tpe developnent  of 
international tourism. 
Around ten years ago,  national tourist orgav.i.zations in the EEC  set  up a 
working party which periodically analyses the  economic  importance  of tourism 
in the Community.  Its fourth report  (1981)  contained ample  evidence  of the 
growing importance of this sector of economic activity for each of·the 
Member  States and for the Community  as  a  whole. 
In 1979,  nationals of the nine "Member  States spent more  than 77  000 million ECU 
on tourism,  a  figure which represents more  than 7%  of total private consumption. 













c = Credit 
D =  Debit  . 
1 1979. 
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THE  SHARE  OF  TOURISM  IN  THE  BALANCES  OF  PAYl~S 
OF  THE  MEMBER  STATES 
(%of total goods  and  services~ 
1965  1970  1975  1980 
c  2,9  3,1  2,6  2,7 
D  6,0  .7, 1  8,6  8,5 
c 
'  3,0  2,7  2,5  2,0 
D  4,3  4,2  4,2  3,4 
c  6,2  6,9  6,2  5,5 
D  5,1  . 5,4  ~,1  5,9 
c  7,6  5,4_.  -·- 5,0  4,5 
D  .8,3  4,7  ..  4,6  3,2 
c  - 17,6  17,7  20,7 
D  - 3,0  2,9  2,7 
.C  18,1  11,5  6,7  6,01 
D  6,9  .5,2  4,8  4,5 
c  12,2  8,7  7,2  8,5 
D  2,6  4,0  2,0  .  1,  7 
-
c  4,1  2,9  2,6  1,  7 
D  4,0  ..  4,0.  4,0  4,8 
.. 
c  2,5  3,3  4,1  4,2 
D  3,9  3,2  . 3,0  4,2 
c  5,0  4,4  4,0  3,9 
D  5,1  4,9  4,9  '~,8 
.. _ 
2  . 
.  Greece not  included because it was  not  a  member  of the  Community  in 1980. 
Source: ·  Eurostat - 6-
than  4%  of Col:'.r::uni ty  GDP.  If,  ho-v1ever,  the multiplier effect of tourist 
revenue  spent in the  Community  a~d producing further revenue is taken ir.to 
account,  direct  an<i  indirect  revenue  from  tourism could  a.:"il.ount  to reore  than 
lo%  of the Nine's GDP. 
The  sar:J.e  report  noted that in 1979 more  than  4 1'ilillion people t-1ere  directly 
employed  full-ti~e in tourism in the Community  and that this figure was 
continually risingo  Here  too  account  must  ·be  taken of the multiplier effect 
of tourist  revenue and it should also be  re~embered that,  because of the lack 
of sufficiently detailed statistics,  a  number of jobs which depend  on tourism 
appear in other sectors.  Here we  are in the realm of conjecture,  but the 
national tourist  orga.~iza.tions of the  Ten  have estimated that if all tourist 
activity were  suddenly to cease,  between  10%  and  12%  of the  Co~ityPs 
workforce would  lose their jobs. 
In any  case,  it cannot  be denied that  tourism is a  labour-intensive industry 
and  one which has not  yet  been hit by the  unemploy~ent  which  has  affected 
ot~2r  sectors  in Europe -this means  that it deserves special attention 
to keep it free  from  these problems.  ~~e most  serious threat to tourism in 
a  period of recession is the return ?f protectionismo  As  explained below, 
the European  Cornr.:runi ty has taken  a.  number of measures to make  tourism  ~li thin 
its boundaries easier and these have certainly  contrib~ted to its expansion 
over the last t1·1enty years.  It is now  up  to the  Community to preserve what 
has  been achieved and to  encourage tourism still further both as  a.  creator of 
jobs and as  a  factor of developmento - 7  -
II.  FREEDOM  OF  MOVE~~NT AND  TH5  PROTECTION  OF  TOURISTS. 
The  importance of tourism to the  Community  derives from its political and 
cultural effects and its economic  consequences for the balance of payments, 
employment  and  regional development.  The  Community  encourages or  could  encour2ge 
tourism  b~ certain actions  or  initiatives  :  by  easing  frontiers  crossings,  extending 
social security provisions to nationals of the Member  States,  harmonizing car 
insurance and  tourist assistance and  protecting the interests of tourists in 
the  Community. 
1.  Crossing frontiers  ~nthin the Community 
Before the Treaty of Rome  establishing the EEC  came  into force,  frontiers 
constituted real barriers to the movement  of travellers from  one country to 
another~  There were careful customs  and police checks,  large quantities of 
paper and  long aueues at customs posts.  None  of  these  f~ctors  encouraged 
foreign  tr<>.'v'2L" 
There is no  doubt  that  since 1958  the situation has improved considerably. 
Customs  duties between the Member  States have gone,  as has papen-1ork,  at  least 
for travellers who  are not  transporting goods.  Nevertheless,  customs and 
police checks are still carried out  at  frontiers  and,  25  years after the 
.. 
signing of the Treaty of Rome,  wo  must  now  ask ovrselves whether the present 
situation is acceptable or whethe~ it does not constitute in some  respects 
an obstacle to the further development  of the tourist industry. 
(a)  Tax  barriers 
Since 1969 there has been a  system of duty-free a1lowances based  on  a  series 
of directives1•  These  permit  the tourist,  like any other traveller,  to 
import,  in addition to his personal belongings,  goods acquired in another 
Member  State up to a  limit  fixed by the Council of Ministers.  It is because 
of this limit that  some  frontier formalities still have to exist. - 8  -
·There is a  close  link between  the lim  ts on  duty-free allowances  and the 
tightness of frontier checks.  Co~muni  ty lav1  does,  admittedly,  say thc:.t 
travellers are entitled to indicate tacitly or by a  simple  statement that 
they have no more  tha~ their allowances  and the consequence is that in all 
the 1·'Iember  States only random  checks are performed.  There is,  however,  no 
doubt  that  these checks  could be more  flexible  and  less freauent if the 
allO'ivances  were  more  generous  and the risk of infringement  conseauently 
reduced. 
For all these reasons  and  so that  the existence of the Community  can  be brought 
home  to the  Comu.-uni ty citizen through the advantages of a  common  market,  it 
is vital that the Council  should adopt  the  Cornmission 9s  proposals for raisir.g 
the limits on  these a.llo1oJances.  This is made  all the ;nore  urgent  by the daily 
erosion of their real value by inflation and currency depreciation;  one  of 
the most  important  freedoms  of the Cooounity citizen is being increasingly 
whittled away. 
There are no major problems concrirning the personal  eff~pts that tourists 
bring with them.  A draft directive on the abolition  o£!. all formalities 
concerning means  of transport  (cars,  caravans and pleasure boats) is before 
' 
the  Councilo  The  present  si  tua.tion is that  most  Member./Sta.tes  no  longer 
impose  any for-..ua.li ties although a.  caravan imported for  a.  long period can 
still create difficultieso  The definition of a.  traveller's personal effects 
changes as time goes by:  it is now  not  uncommon  to find  a.  television set in 
a  caravan or a  video recorder in a  traveller~s lugga.geo  In  such cases9 
problems are usually resolved by the adjustment  of ~nistra.tive"practices 
as  a  result of representations by the appropriate bodies  (e.go  automobile 
clubs)  to the authorities. 9  -
The  implementation of a  fUrther  Community  measure,  the draft directive on 
Community  arrangements for the provisioning of boats,  aeroplanes  and 
international trains,  would also encourage tourism. 
(b)  Police checks 
Identity checks on travellers crossing a  frontier within the  Community  are 
usually carried out  on  a  random basis.  Crossings at  road frontier posts 
have been considerably eased by the abolition of checks  on the international 
motor vehicle insurance certificate (green card),  in accordance with the 
Council  Directive of 24 April 19722•  The  life of drivers in the countries 
they visit will also be made  easier by the introduction of the Community 
driving licence in accordance with the Council Directive of 4  December  19803• 
Travellers using other means  of transport  are,however,  ~till subject to more 
rigorous police checks.  Despite the many  appeals addr,ssed to governments 
by both the European Parliament  and  the  Commission thos@,  crossing frontiers 
by train,  bus  and  coach  and by air are still subject  top~ystematic checks 
~~·  ~  (disembarkation cards).  . . 
~~~~j 
The main argument  advanced by the !I'Iember  states in suppoi-t  of their maintenanc') 
f. 
of police checks within the Community is the defence of public order and public 
safety (the fight  against terrorism and drug smuggling).  It is,  however, 
difficult for  Community  citizens to  understa~nd why  the severity of checks 
should depend on the means  of transport used.  The  Commission  h2s  just 
' 
proposedtothe Council  a  resolution seeking to simplify police controls at all 
frontiers within the Community  and for all modes  of transport. 
It should be noted that \'Ihen  the Heads  of State or Government  met  in Paris in 
December  1974  they advocated a  passport union comprising three basic elements: 
a  uniform passport,  the abolition of checks on individuals at internal  frontier~ 
and equal treatment  of the nationals of the Member  States by non-member 
countrieao  A first  step towards a.  passport union was  ta.'ken  with the Council - 10 -
resolution on  the introduction of a  U."liform  passport  whioh the l.!ember  States 
will endeavour to start issuing no  later than 1  January 1985.  This  ~rill 
have considerable political and psychological impact  since the uniform  passport 
will be the first document  for all citizens of the Member  States which bears 
the name  of the European  Co:ramuni tyo 
Although  some  progress has been made,  it can be  said in conclusion that 
customs  and police checks still constitute a  barrier to tourism within the 
Community.  In  the short  term,  the adoption by  the  Council  of the  Commission's 
proposal  to raise  the tax-free allmvances  from  180  to  2l0  EUAs  would  sh01·1  a 
certain  improvement.  The  Commission  intends  to propose  in  the near future 
a  mechanism  for  regular adjustment. 
Since frontier posts still remain,  they should also have touxist  information 
offices close by,  'l.vhich  could provide information on  hotels and  local places 
of tourist interest - this l-Jould  at  least give a  welcoming aspect to the 
Community's internal frontier areas. 
In the longer term,  much  Hould be gained if a  passport  union among  the  ~-!ember 
States of the  Co~ity  was  created.  If this were done,  passport  checks 
could be  confined to the Community's  external frontiers - a  model  has been 
provided since 1960 by the Benelux countriesv  convention. 
2.  Social  security for tourists 
The  Council  regulations on social security for  employed  and  self-employed 
migrant  workers  and pensioners  a.."ld  members  of their fa.milies4 apply to 
tourists and holidaymakers whc  are nationals of the Member  States.  For the 
purposes of these regulations,  tourists (including holidaymakers  and those 
visiting relatives)  are regarded as migrant  workers  and are entitled to 
medical  services if they are so entitled under the  l~islation of the Member 
State in which  the~r are insured.  This right is evidenced by a  "Certificate 
of entitlement"  (:formE  111)  issued by their sickness insurance organizati9n 
before their departure - this is then presented if necessa.:ry to a  sickness 
insurance body in another Member  State.  It is therefore important  for 
travellers to obtain this document  before leaving their own  country~· - 11-
'J!he  regulations provide that  insured. persons may  reci.?Jive  urgent  medical 
treatment  - consul  tat  ions ;.li. th  genel~al  p::.~a.ctioners  o::c  :specialists,  re<::diciness 
dental  trua.tr.~cnt,  hazpi tal treatment,  etc.  - in accordance \-:i th the regulations 
and practices of the  r.'fG:.:Jbe:r  State providing the services and  a:!ly  cash benefits 
(sickness a.r1d  rr:~.tcrnity allowances,  etc.) to t-.hich they nay be entitled. 
Hence,  provided they have the form E  111,  tourists who  fall  sick or have  ru1 
accident  in ru1other  Conmrunity  country should not  eA¥erience any problens. 
This  puts tourism lui thin t.he  Community  at  a  great  advantage over t!>  ....  "'it  in 
nvn-r~c:-..  1ber  com1t ::i (!3. 
Neyertheless,exo~rience has  shown  that  many  tourists  either  do  not  know  or 
do  not  understand  the  administrative  rules  governing  the  application  of 
Community  regulations,  while  information  on  private  insurance  schemes  is 
often  more  readily  available.  The  Commission  has  the  existing  arrangements 
under  review  with  the  competent  authorities  in  the  Member  States  with  a  view 
to  introducing  new,  simpler  and  more  effective procedures.  The  Commission  will 
also  intensify  its  information  campaign  on  the  subject. 
3.  Car  insurance  ~1d tourist assistance 
One  result of the recant  grol-rth in touri::.'i!l  ha.s  been the setting up of firms 
specializing in insurance cover :for various types of accidents l>Thich  may  occur 
during a  journey.  Automobile  club~ hava also broadened their scope  from 
breakdown  services to include other forms  of assistance.  This raay  take the 
form of services in kind  (breakdovm  services,  repatriation in C?Se  of accident, 
etc.),  for which the supplying body uses only its o~~ staff and  eauipment,  or 
it may  be actual insurance covere  The  draft directive on  tourist assistance 
which the  Co~ssion sent  to the Council  on  13 January 1981 is intended to 
make the activities of such insurers subject  to  t~e inspection measures which 
Council Directive 73/239/EEC  (coordination of indemnity insurance)  lcys do\'m 
for insurance  comp~1ies and so to introduce Uniform conditions for tourist 
assistance throughout  the Communityo - 12-
Hi th the aim of reducing certain va:t.·iationa  betv;ef.:Jn  the M8•:toer  States 
concerning  ccmpll.ls-:)ry  civil liabi.lity insurance for motor vehicles and in 
ord.er  t.o  enzure that  victir.rJs  of accidents enjoy equa1  p):-c-t cction th:co·,:!ghGut 
the  Community,  the  Co:!l!'"'~ssion  sent  to the Council  em  7  Aug-u.st  1930 a  C.:r.·aft 
directive on  tf"1e  h.m"1r!on.i zation of tl1e  legislatior.t  cf'  the  l/;~enber  States 
concerning civil liability insurance for motor vehiclHs. 
Pinally a.  Col:1Lll:i.ssion  Reco:rr.mendation  of 8  January 19815  on  al~celerated 
settlement  of claiDs under insur-ance against  oivll li.'.lbility in respect  of 
the use of motor vehicles  ~..ras  intended. to faciJ.i  ta:te,,  in cases of accicl.c;:nt 1 
the communication to insurers  cove:::-ing against civil li&.bili  ty i:n  resp8ct  of 
the  use of mote::- veh:i.cles  of police reports and other  doc1.:unents  necessary for 
the  payment  of compensatic-ne 
The  urotect:i.on of tourists' interests 
-~-----------.. - .. _____ _ 
A~ pa.rt  of its conm.une:.."  information and  protection policy,  the  CoF..mis-zi.on  has 
car·ried out  o..  v:w.nber  of studies  on  tom"ism  and1  in pal:--·t:ic>.tl.s.:r 1  the  se:r·,.rices  o:'Z'ered. 
to  tou.t•ists by -t.ravel  agents and  tout:r.  opere.:tors~  Its:  :firs-\;  sti.<.dy  cova:red.  t}1e 
International  Cor:.vc-mtion  on  Travel  Contracts,  which was  dr;;;.H!?.  up in  1970 but 
which is applied in the  Comn:nmi ty onl;y·  by Belgiu..'U  c\l'ld.  I:r·~S:la.rd~  ThJs 
conven.tiort  suffers f'roru  a  r.;u:.mber  of shortcomings a:nd  a.s  a  r-esult  the 
Intsrna.tional  Insti  tu:te for the U.nifica.ti.on  of P.:dv·o;te  Ia1fJ~  which  produced it, 
proposed its revision in 1980. 
r.rne  Con::.'>lission  has also harl.  h:o reports prepaj:>eJ.  by  c:;xperts:,  one in 1979  by· 
A.~  P,orst  on  the responsi  bi li  t.y  of tour opera.  tors  c:.nd  t:t"aveJ.  age::-1t s  and  one 
i11  1981 by  SOFRES  on the European market  ?or  j.:nclu.siv·~  tours~  'rhe  SOPRES 
report  sho·Ned  that  an  a:pprGciable  P'ilrcen"~.age of'  clu:~tomm:·s wore d.i ssa;ti sfi  e,:1. 1 
to  some  extent  t.1ec2.use  o:f the travel  a,g<?)nt  9 s  f'aihJ.:rc to respect  the terms of 
the contract  and also because  o:f  mi'sleading d.escr:i.ptior:B  in the tour 
operators'  'brochures concerning such matters as price i:ncraaseB after - 13 -. 
reservation,  changes in the services offered.  (e~g~  cb  .  .ange  of hotel or flight 
departure time),  unsatisfactory accocr;wdation,  cancellation penalties and 
failure to indicate clearly the responsibilities of the various supnliers. 
Follo~ring these studies,  the  Commission  intends to ·present to the Council  a 
draft outline directive on the protection of consumers in connection v-;ith 
inclusive holidays.  This directive would  set out  a  number  of basic principles 
for the Member  States to implement. 
The European Parliament  has  e:A.""Pressed  its concern about  hotel safety on  a 
number  of occasions.  To  rem~1y some  of the deficiencies of national  r~les, 
it has asked for  a  Corrunm1.ity  directive to be prepared dealing mainly ,,Ji th 
the posting of instructions,  the provision of fire extinguishers and the 
marking of emergency exits.  In Dzcember  1981  the Consumers  Consultative 
Committee  issued an  opinion emphasizing the need for  Community  action in this 
It asked the  Co~ssion to consider the problem and,  as a  first  step, 
draw up  a  code of practice. 
The  'Commission  therefore  intends  to  have  studies  carried out  and  to  make 
proposals  on  the  non-structural  aspects of  safety  such  as  in hotels,  for example, 
the  training  of  staff  in  fire  prevention  and  fire  fighting  techniques,  periodic 
inspections  by  qualified staff. 
Finally,  in the interests of travellers in the Community,  misleading 
advertising must  ba combated and the indication outside hotels of prices 
and other standard items of information 
should be made  normal  practiceo 
using s.ymbols  wherever possible - 14  -
The  European Com.rrruni ty has  not  simply  encouraged tourism through the free 
movement  of persons within its frontiers;  it ha.s  established a  comTnon 
market  in tourist services by  introd.ucir,g freedom  of  esta-blishment  for 
economic  operators and by  enabling them to provide services  in any  Mem·ber 
State~  It can still do  much  to  improve  conditimls for those >·Jorkin.z  in 
tourism by harmonizing training levels,  impos:j_ng  the  mutual  recognition of 
qualifications and  by  supporting vocational  traininz programmes  t:1rough the 
E-u.ropean Social Fund.  Furthermore,  it can,  i:n.  conjur1ction ·with the  Member 
States~  seek solutions to the problems  of staggering holidays  1  taxation and 
energy questions relating to tourismo 
The  :eight  of  Z1."'l,t).onals  of one  Nember  State to esta:blish themselves  on the 
territory of another and to work  there a.re  ba,s:;.c  features  of the Ec:.ropean 
Economic  Corru11m1ity~  They alloH the  self-employed to have  access to and. 
practise their profession and the right to set  up  and  :rr  .  .a.nage  firms  and 
co:r.panies  subje0t.  -';;o  the conditions laid down  'by  national  J.eg:i.slation for 
the  citizens of tha:t  country  (Articles 52  and.  59  of the  E.EC  Treaty)  o 
Other  Community  citizens are now  generally accepted as betng on the  sa1ne 
footing as  citizens of the host  countr.;'1  especially as far as the tourist 
sector is concerned7  and.  no  special  measures are required..  Two  judgments 
by  the Court  of .Justice  (Rcyners  a.nd  Van Binsbsrgen,  botb.  in 1974)  asserted 
the direct  ap}.>lica.bili ty of the Treaty provisions  concerning the right  of 
establishment  and the  freedom to prov5.de  services.,.  Consequently,  every 
citizen of a  Member  State ilas  a  personal  ri.ght  gu  .  .aranteed by the T:::-eaty  to 
est:'blish himself a.nd  carry out  independent  activities in ar.y  Member  State 
on the  same  conch  tions as  a.  national  of the host  co1.mtry~  Ar~  CoULlll'-L"li ty - 15-
citizen who  suffers discrimination can assert his rights in tl1e  r~tio~~l 
courts,  \"here  Comm1mity  rules will prevail  over any  opposir.g national 
provision. 
Some  Member  Stutes do 7  nevertheless,  make  access to a  profession subject 
to rules  of varying degrees  of severity concerning guarantees  of good 
repute or practical or theoretical knowledge  as demonstrated by diplomas, 
certificates or other qualifications.  The variations between national 
rules may  form  a  barrier to freedom  of  establishment  and the freedom to 
provide services. 
A number  of  Community  directives  on various sectors of activity have  been 
adopted to overcome  these  obstacles~  '1"~10  of these in particular concern 
tourisffi.  The  first is the Council Directive of  15  October  1968  concerning 
self-employed activities in resta.urants  7  taverns,  rooming houses  and. 
similar establishments and  camps6  and the second is the Council Directive 
of  16  June  1975  which  includes  ~;ithin its scope  couriers and interpreter-
guides7  ..  In such  cases,  the host  country must  accept the proof of 
professional aoi1ity and good repute that is considered sufficient in 
the  country of origin of the person concerned.  On  the other hand,  certain 
activities in the tourism sector,  such as tourist  gu.ides,  are not  covered 
by any such directives..  In order to do this type of \vork  a  migrant.  must 
possess the qualifications required by the legislation of the host  country. 
The  Council  is currently  considerir~ a  draft directive,  transmitted in 1965, 
on measures to  encourage  exercise of t.he  right to freedom of establishment 
and freedom  to provide services by self-employed workers,  including certain 
transport auxiliaries and travel agentsG - i6-
It should be  remembered that  a  large part  of a  travel  agent~s work  is 
based  on trust:  suppliers give him  credi-t  by honouring the  transport~ 
accommodation and meal  vouchers  >-rhich  he  issues to his clients and for 
whic!-1  he  does  not  pay until a  month  or two  later and his clients pay in 
advance and have to take on trust the value of the services which  he 
will provideg  This is why  most  Comm-~ty cou:~tries protect the public 
by  makir~ recognition as  a  travel agent  subject to yQles  of varying 
severity.  The  differences between the systems in the various  coUl~tries 
arc a  handicap to travel agents and a  source of errors  7  misunderstal1dings 
and.  confusion for the public.  This is i-:hy  the draft directive mentioned 
above  should be adopted rapidly. 
2.  VocatioTh~l  trainin~ and the mutual  recognition of qualifications 
It is obvious that the mobility  or~ skilled 1·10rkers  in the tourist  inO.ustry, 
-v;he-ther  in the hotel and restaurant  sectorv  the organization and ma.r.agcr::cnt 
of travel and  to~ism or any other activity directly or indirectl;;r 
connected vli  th tourism,  relies on the recognition of qualifications accp.::.i:ceO. 
or.perio<is  of study completed in other Member  States. 
Although specialized vocational training courses in the traditioral hotel 
and restaurant  sectors  exist  in all the Member  States,  higher  educa-tio11  or 
trairring courses  covering the organization and illanagement  of tourism are less 
common .. 
Levels  of  trainir~ for  employment  in the hotel and restaurant  sector  a~0 
being evaluated in collaboration with the European Centre  :for VoCG:.tio::-.::.l 
Trainingo  vlork  on other sectors has  shovm that a.ll the Member  States 
broadly similar requirements as regards the  pr~ctical professior~l 
requirements for the  jobs  considered.  HencE>  the knowledgE:  and skills ·Jnic:-:. - 17  -
a  -v;orker  requires to perform a  job for which he has  been train•Jd  or in 
which he has  experience will also be broadly similar. 
It therefore follows that the results of training received,  as attested 
by various  certificates in each of the :Member  States,  must  alloH workers 
in all the Member  States to satisfy the same  agreed professional 
requirements~  This  is particularly important  in the case  of'  the tourist 
industry,  ,..,hose  workforce has  a  relatively high dei.ree of interna.tiol1c'l.l 
mobility..  The  question of the· mutual  recognition of qualifications is 
being considered in the broader context  of the  Co~~ission 9 s work  on the 
recognition of diplomas as  a  legal condition of access to a  profession 
and  of diplomas giving access to a  higher level of education (academic 
recognition)  or attesting professional qualifications without constituting 
a  legal requirement. 
The  Resolution of the  Council  and of the Ministers of Education meeting 
wj_thin the Council  of 9  February  1976  (8)  provides  for  the  implementation of 
common  study programmes  between institutions of higher education in the 
various :Member  States..  So  far  only two  prog-rammes  concerniTI..g  tourism 
have been assisted,  one  involving Germany  and the United Kingdom  and the 
other involving France,  Germa~ and  Italyo 
Requests  from  institutions of higher education wishi:ng to establish 
common  study programmes  on tourism and those from tea<'  .. .hers,  researchers 
and administrators in higher education who  wish to make  short-term study 
visits to another Member  State \-Iill  continue to be  examined  on.  their merits., 
The  Commission v1ill  consider the possibility of giving special  emphasis to 
this sector in the next  few years. - 18  -
3.  Aid  from  the  ~Qropean Social Fund 
Aid  from  the Social Fund  on a  co-yi~ancing basis is available to tourism 
and those  employed  in the tourist  industry to improve  job prospects and 
geographical and vocational mobility.  The  main type  of aid involves 
vocational training and retraining of those \"l'ho  are  employed  or  ~.;rho  1~ind 
a  job in any part  of the tourist industry.  A number  of studies dealing 
with the development  of tourist activities are also financed. 
So  far,  most  aid from  the Social Fund to tourism has  been  concen~rated 
on vocational training for both traditional and administrative  jobs  in 
hotel and restaurant  sector..  Fund aid has also been requested ai an 
increasi1~ rate to co-finance training projects concerning leisure 
activities in mountain areas  (1-1inter  sports,  mountaineering,  etc.)  o  Rural 
tourism  can also receive aid from  the Fund to train agricultural i·wrkers 
or people who  have left agriculture in various aspects  of tourism as 
alternative employment  or as a  way  of increasing farm workers 9  incomesa 
The  guidelines for the management  of the European Social Fund  from  ~982 
to 1984  give special priority to new  experimental  progra~~es which  combine 
employment  ar1d  training.  Exceptionally,  these may  extend over three years 
instead of the normal  one-year period laid down  by  ESF Regulations. 
Tourism is an area suited to training/work  experience schemes. 
The  Fund  can also assist projects for the  training of craftsmen (often 
agricultural \vorkers  or their "t-lives)  who  produce  craft-v;ork 7  s"ouvenirs,  etc. 
for the tourist  industl~y(l  This  can help  check.  J~he depopulation o-:  :..~c::.:-2.1 
buildi:r<;,·s 1  "'·.Jrks  of art,  etc  ..  is also  eligible:: for assistance  fl~.:;;-,1  -~;;c; 
Social F<lrd  .. - 19  -
The  current level of unemployment  in the Community  and the labour-
intensive nature of the tourist industry mean  "that  the Social Fund., 
>-~iwse  main purpose is to  improve  job opportunities, l-fill  look  favourably 
on any moves  which  promote  stable  employment  ir1  this  area. 
4•  Stag~ered holidays 
The  concentration of school and  industrial holidays  in a  short period 
of the year means  that the transport  and tourist infrastructure is 
overloaded during that  time and underused. for the rest  of the year..  This 
works against  the interests of regional development,  stable  employment  and  an 
e+ficient  tourist  industry  and  leads  to  increased prices  in  the  high  season 
and  a  degree  of  congestion  which  is  uncomfortable  for  the  tourists  themselves. 
This is a  direct result of the  custom in almost all the Member  States of 
concentrating· school and higher education holidays  in July and August  and 
the practice of commerce  and industry,  which prefer to mruce  maximum 
savings  by  closing down  completely during the same  period.  The  Education 
Cormnittee  set  up  by the  1976 Resolution of the  Council  and of the Ministers 
of F.ducation of the Member  States held an initial discussion of this 
subject  in J  ::-..nua.ry  1978  ~  Although the general pro  bl  ercs  \-Jere  identified 
.and a  number  of solutions proposed,  the problem has  not  been looked at 
again since  .. 
In response to a  n\~bcr of written parliamentary questions,  the Commission 
has  jointly financed two  preliminary studies:  one on the future· of the 
European tourist  industry from  1980 to  1990  and the othe:c  on staggered. 
holidays..  The  Cmr.mission  now  intends to look at the pattern of school 
holidays in the Member  States in relation to holiday periods and period.s 
of total shutdown in industrial and  commercial  firm·s  and to look at the 
various options which would  lead to staggered holidays  .. - 20-
The  problem of staggering holidays at  Community  level  carmot  be  considered 
until the results of this study are availableo  Cowmunity  action is 
particularly appropriate since staggering,  which  is earnestly desired by 
those working in the tourist  industry and by tourists themselves,  must  be 
implemented simultaneously by a  number  of countries if it is  to succeed 
without  causing competition problemso 
5·  Tax matters  connected Ni th tourism 
Tourism is affected by the Sixth Council  Directive on the harmonization 
of the laws  of the Member  States relating to turnover taxes  of  i7  ~ay  19779~ 
which  in particular excludes the possibility of exempting from  VAT  the 
provision of accomodation - as defined in the legislation of the Nerr:ber 
States - by hotels  or similar establishments  including holiday camps  and 
camp  siteso  Article 26  of the Sixth Directive deals with the specific 
problems  of travel agents by makir..g  the taxable base the agent's mo.rgin 
with the result that  VAT  constitutes  only a  small  proportion of -the  total 
cost. 
It should be  noted that tax  harmo1~zation in the  Com~unity does  not  go 
beyond  what  is required for the creation and operation of the  common 
market  - that is, it deals with the indirect tax base but  not  ~,;ith rates 
of taxationo  On  27  lf~rch  1980  the Commission7  in its report to the 
Council  on the prospects for further harmonization of tax systems  in the 
Community,  stated that it was  extremely difficult to remove  inequalities 
affecting the structure of the tax system,  the overall tax  bur~en and the 
distribution of  revenue betv1een different taxes., 
To.ble  3  shows  the large number  of different  VAT  rates applied to services 
provided by hotels and restaurants in the Community,  excluding Greece 
v1hich  has  not  yet  introduced a  value added tax system  .. - 21  -
Table  3 
VAT  rates in the Member  States of the  Communit;y:  (excluding Greece)  at 
1  January  1982 
Hotel  accommodation ~1 
D  1)1( I 
13%  22%1 
Restaurant  11%  13~  . 22',Z 
'• 
' 
117.60%  in the  case of luxury hotels. 
2 15%  in the case of luxury hotelso 
3o%  in the case of food and drink not 
F  J IRL I 
7%1  .115% 
11,60% 11~% 
..  I 
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cor~umed on the premises. 
Although the  Commission is a>vare  of the problems posed by this variety of 
tax rates on hotels and restaurants in the Community,  for the reasons given 
above it does  not  intend to propose  sec-toral  measures which would have an 
impact  on national tax receipts unless these are essential for the 
achievement  of a  common  policy adopted by the Council  or to deal 1;.1ith 
particularly serious problemso 
Nevertheless it would be useful if the Commission could  exam:i.ne  to 'l'.rhat 
extent  disparities in the taxation imposed by the Member  States through VAT 
on hotels and restaurarrts and excise duties  on fuel  divert the flow of 
tour·ism. - 22  -
6.  EnereY matters  relating to tourism 
Energy matters affect tourism in tvlO  ways:  the price of fuel has  a  very 
large  impact  on the cost  of transport  and the cost  of heating and/or air 
conditioning in hotels and other buildings for tourist purposes  forms  a 
considerable proportion of their costs. 
The  1973 oil crisis amply demonstrated the  dar~ers which  a  shortage of 
fuel  and a  sharp rise in its price could cause to the  economy  in general 
and to transport and tourism in particular..  FortUI12.tely,  this crisis  came 
at the beginning of the slack season (the  end of October)  and at a  time 
when tourism was  boominge  The  second oil shock in 1979  and  one rise in 
energy prices after another have  increased transport and tourism costs 
still further to levels at which further increases vrill  cause very serious 
damage. 
This  is  why  measures  to  Limit  the  effects of  a  moment~ry oil  shortage  are 
important  to  tourism.  These  cover  a  variety of  possibilities  which  the 
Commission  has  proposed  after  finding  in  recent  years  that  the  economy 
could  be  seriously  affected  by  market  difficulties,  even  if these  amounted 
to  no  more  than  a  slight  short-term  shortage,  or  even,  in  extreme  cases, 
by  a  scare  and  a  lack  of  information.  In  the  future  a  sharp  rise  i~ ;ri:es 
must  be  avoided,  and  obviously  its negative  consequences  on  tourism,  by 
taking  appropriate  steps  as  soon  as  the  precursors  of  market  tensions  are 
observed.  Concern  to  anticipate  problems  is  the  keystone  of  the  energy 
strategy advocated  by  the  Commission. 
In 1981  tho  Coramission sent to the Council  t>·ro  further  co;nmlli'lic~·i:.ior.\3 
energy prices and the taxation of'  oil products itihich were  inter.fi.ed to 
increase market  transparency and  (SO  some  way tOI'Vards  rationalizing the 
tn.xation of tl:..ese  products in line "t'lith  energy policy goals, - 23  -
The  measures proposed in these two  documents will have  some  impact  on 
tourism since they should help promote stability and reduce uncertainty 
about  pricing structures and the taxation of oil products. 
It should also be  noted that,  on the basis of two  regulations adopted 
· by the Council  in 1978,  the Community  gives financial aid amounting to 
between 25%  and 49%  of their total cost to projects to exploit alternative 
energy sources10  and to demonstration projects in the field of energy 
saving11 •  A number  of these projects,  such as the heating of hotels, 
leisure centres,  community facilities and swimming  pools have already 
received assistance.  Notices inviting applications for financial 
assistance are published in the Official Journal of the European 
Communities.  Any  person,  firm,  institution or group  in the territory 
of the Member  States can submit  an application for finance for a 
demonstration project in the field of energy-saving or the utilization 
of new  sources  of energy.  Furthermore,  any person or company  in the 
Community  may  obtain and use,  on non-discriminatory commercial  terms, 
the results of projects financed by the Community  which have proved 
successful in the rational utilization of conventional  energy or the 
utilization of alternative sources' of energy. - 24  -
IV.  TRANSPORT  AND  'IDURISM 
Since  tourism  is an activity in which  mobility plays  the  key  role,  dr~velopments 
in transport are  a  matter  of  fundamental  concern to the  tourist.  In  this respect 
the  Community has  already done  a  great deal  for  tourism.  Economic  integration 
has had  a  marked effect  on  communications within the  Community.  Road, 
rail and air links are  becoming better adapted to the  needs  of the 
continent  and  motorways  no  longer stop  a  few kilometers  from  the frontier 
and  give  rise  to bottlenecks,  as  was  formerly their wont.  To  be  sure, 
much  still remains  to be  done,  as  the  Commission  pointed out  in its 
communication·of  November  1979  on  the  Community's  role in the  development 
of transport  infrastructures,  but  we  must  not  understate  what  has 
already been  accomplished for  the  various  modes  of transport. 
1.  Passenger  transport by road 
Free  access  to  the  market  for  passenger  transport  by  road  is  an  objective  of  the 
tr2ns~ort policy of  the  Com~unity.  As  L009  ago  as  July  1966F  Regulation  No  117/66 
on  the  introduction  of  co~mon rules  for  the  int2rnational  carriage of 
passengers by  coach  and bus  provided that occasional  coach  and  bus 
services  should.  be  exempt  from  the  requirement  of authorization by  any 
Member  State except  the  one  where  the  vehicle is registered.  Since 
occasional  services are  preeminently tourist  bervices,  Hee;ulation No  117/66 
has  played .a vital role  in  the  development  of  tourism within the  Community12.. 
Regulation  No  517/72 of  28  February 1972  laid down  common  rules for regular 
and  special regular services by  coach  and bus  between Mem.ber  States13. 
It standardized the  procedures for  drawing up  ~~d issuing authorizations 
to  operate  such  services,  and  provided  the authorities  with  standard 
means  of checking the  development  of the  market  and obtaining the  information 
needed  to  assess applications for  the  operation of a  pervice.  In  a 
Regulation of  20  December 1977  amending Regulation  No  517/72,  the  Council - 25 
also  simplified the  administrative formalities governing regular services 
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between  port  areEJS  served by  a  regular sea transpor  serv1ce  • 
Also  on  28  February 1972,  in Regulation  No  516/72,  the  Council  laid 
down  common  rules for  shuttle services by coach  and bus between 
Member  States.  This  Regulation,  too,  is very important  for the tourist 
industry,  since  shuttle  services are  those  services that carry pre-
arranged groups  of passengers  from  the  same  place  of departure  to  the 
same  destination in repeated  outward  and  return  journeys15. 
Farther afield,  the  agreement  between the  Community,  Austria,  Spain, 
Finland,  Norway,  Portugal,  Sweden,  Switzerland  and  Turkey 
(ASOR)  signed in May  1982  will have  a  positive  effect  on  tourism between 
those  countries with  respect to occasional  international services carrying 
passengers by coach  or bus.  That  agreement is designed  to eliminate 
existing differences of administration,  to facilitate  and rationalize 
the  organization of  services ·and  to  simplify controls.  By  liberalizing 
the  administrative  systems,  the  agreement  will do  much  to further the 
development  of tourism.  It is the first measure  in this field that 
goes beyond the geographical  f~ontiers of the  Community  and  lays down 
rules that  are binding for non-member  countries as well. 
2.  Railway passenger transport 
The  European  railway networks  are  making  a  steady  and  intensive effort  to  improve 
their  international  passenger  transport  facilities  by  increasing  commercial  speed, 
improving  passenger  service  and  comfort,  stepping  up  train frequencies  and 
establishing  direct  connections.  Innovations  in  the  field of  passenger transport 
include  accompanied  car  trains  and  seasonal  trains. - 26  -
By  comparison  with  pre-war  years,  the  tourist  market  has  broadened  its 
scope  to  cater  for  the  relatively  modest  means  of  the  working-class 
holidaymaker  -hence  a  remarkable  upsurge  in  travel.  Whether  he  is 
interested  in  individual,  family  or  group  travel  facilities,  the  ordinary 
customer  stands  a  good  chance  of  finding  something  to  meet  his 
requirements  in  the  railway  tariff  spectrum,  e.g.  the  EURAIL  formula  for 
overseas  customers,  the  40  % reduction  on  the  individual  group  ticket 
(BIGE  system)  or  the  flat-rate  season  ticket  for  pensioners  and  young 
people  (Inter-Rail  formula). 
O:nt;  of the  aims  of  a  Co1mcil  Resolution of 15  December 1981  is to 
promote  high-speed international passenger  services which  will benefit 
tourism.  The  Commission,  moreover  1  pr·oposes  to  encol~rage further 
action by the  railways to make  their passenger services  more  attractive 
(closer collaboration with  the  trc.vel  agencies  and  the  establishment  of 
reception facilities in and around  the  stations). 
3.  Air transport  and  tourism 
In its memorandum  of 4 July 1979  on  the  Eu~opean Communities'  contribution 
to the  development  of air transport  servic:::s,  the  Commission noted that 
the  general  level of tariffs among  the  regular airlines was  too high, 
and  that private passengers did not  have  enough  alternatives.  Although 
charter transport had  gained  a  strong foothold in air travel within Europe 
and  had brought  about  price  competition between  +.he  charter companies,  this 
had  done  nothing to  stimulate  competition betwee1l  the  companies  providing 
scheduled flights in Europe.  Those  companies  st:.:. '.  geared their tariff 
policy primarily to business travel,  an  area in H}r  .. ch tariffs were  not 
necessarily a  decisive factor,  whereas  a  cut  in prices would  probably attract 
other  passengers  and fill the  aircraft. - 27-
To  improve  air transpor·t  services ir.  the  Community  and  meet  user 
requirements~ the  Commission  recommended  the  establishment  of  <U1  efficient 
European network  which  would  not  be hindered by national barriers and 
would offer the  various categories the  lowest  possible  fares.  Vlith 
this in view,  the  memorandum  proposed  cha."t'lges  in the tariff structure 
of  re~llar services to provide  more  attractive fares for the  tourist 
market  and  for inter-regional transport. 
Two  proposals directly affecting tourists are  currentl~· under  consideration 
by  the  COQ"t'lcil 1  namely the draft directive of  26  October 1981  on 
tariffs for regular flights between  member  countries,  and  the 
draft  Council  Regulation of 27  November  1980  on  the  authorization of 
regular interregional  air services for passengers,  postal articles 
and freight  betwel!ln  Member  S1;ates.  One  aim  of  ths-
draft directive is to increase  transparency in the  setting of tariffs, 
make  the  procedure  more  fl'lxi  ble  <3l1d  give  the  airline13  more  latitude 
in this field.  It is of interest to  the tourist,  who  attaches  importance 
to a  more  flexible  and more  individual  service.  ~ne @econd  proposal 
aims at  improving air servi·ces to the  regions  and  sti~"jllating competi  tion.7 
which  will  have  considerable effect  on  tourist traffic. 
4.  Transport  infrastructure 
The  importance  of transport infrastructure for tourist traffic is a 
point that scarcely needs emphasis;  it is via the  roads  and  motorways 
that the  great majority of tourists reach their holiday destinations 
in the  mountains  or by the  sea.  Hence' they can be  the  means  of 
relieving the pressure  on  some  of the  tourist centres  and holiday 
resorts and  give  access  to other places  and  regions in the  CommUnity. - 28-
A  number  of  Commm1i ty financial  instruments  are  already contributing to 
the  financing of transport  infrastruc-tures:  the  Etlrope<m  Regional  Developrr:e;:t  Ji'und, 
the  lifew  Communi t.y  Instrument  (NCI),  the  interest  subs].dies  available 
to certain countries participating in the  European  Ivlonetary Systew, 
Cilld  above  all the  European  Investment  Ba.t""Jk  which  alone  has  co--f"inanced. 
over  1  600  km  of motorway  in the  Community.  Nevertheless,  the  special 
criteria governing the  use  of these  instruments  sometimes  prevent 
their being used  for  the  benefit  of  t.ra;'lsport  infrastructures,  especially 
in the  more  developed  regions of the  Community,  through which  the  grea.t 
flood  of  Community  tourist traffic passes  •. 
It was  for this  reason that  the  Commission r  in its Communi cat:i.on  of 
November  1979  on  the  development  of transport  infrastructures,  suggested 
th~'t  an  instrument  should be  introduced "to  deal  specifically with 
transport  i_nfrastructures,  i ,e.  to  provide  support  tailored  to  the  exact 
requirements  of each project of  Community interest advpted,  This  specific 
financial  instrument is the  cornerstone  of the  policy on  tr<u1sport  infrastructur-es 
recommended by the  Commi aston., 
The  short~-term objectives of this pol.icy are  the  deteriilina.tion  of 
bottlenecks  lia:bl e  to  hindr~r trai'fic behveen  the  member  coun.tries,  the 
pinpointing of lnvestment  pr-o.jects  of interost to the  Commun:i.tyr  international 
links between  impor-tant  centres  9  links with  Jche  peripheral  regions  r 
links  a..ffected by the  accession of new  member  countries  and  routes that 
pas~ across natural  obstacles.  Two  of the priority projects exwninecl by 
th(~  Commission are  a  permanent  link ·between  France  and  the United K:wgd.om 
and  a  motorway linking Germany  ·¥~-ri. th Greece  via Austria and  Yugoslavia  .• 
'I'he  val·ue  of these  objec"ti ves  of  iht~  Comm1.mi ty· 1 s  transport infrastructure 
policy for tourist traffic within the  Community is at  once  apparent" - 29-
v.  REGIONAL  Df...;V1DLOPl\fENT  AND  'l'OURISM 
......  .  .... _:w  - -
Conscious  of the  need to reduce  the  disparities between its regions  D.nd. 
to assist its farmers  in every  way  possible,  the  European  Con:muni ty 
sees the  promotion  of tourism  as  one  means  by which it can help the 
development  of  poorer regions  with tourist potential  and  enable  farmers 
to  supplement  their income  by  cataring for tourists alongside  their 
main activities.  Hence  the  Community is participating_financially 
in two  types  of  schemes: 
schemes  aimed  at  the  development  of tourist activities in the less-
favoured  regions  and  zones  of  the  Community  with  financing by the 
European  Regional  Development  Fund; 
schemss  to  promote  farm  tourism,  financed by the  EAGGF  Guida.nCfJ  resources. 
These  schemes  differ from  those  mentioned above  in that they 
cover the  whole  Community but are  concerned  only with  f~rm ...  . 
~our~  sm. 
1.  Assistance  from  the  Euro]2_ean  Re;[i..2.!l~:.L Develp£fnent  Fu.nd 
In the  context  of its regional policyt  the  Community  sees tourism  as 
one  of the  economic  s'3ctonl that  could help in the  development  of the 
poorer regionsc  The  European Regional  Development  F'u..nd  (ERDF)16 
therefore  makes  a.  contri"bution in this fialti in its quoti.l  section  t  which 
operates according to  a  system of natiqnal  quotal:j  and  ena.bles  the 
Community  to increase  the  f1mding  of regional development  projects 
undertaken by the  Meuiber States.  Applica.tions for aid from  the  Fund 
are  put  forward  by the national authorities,  1-1ho  have  made  an  adva.11ce 
selection of eligible projects.  It also contribute  a  through its non-quota. 
section,  which,  i:n  association with the national  authorities~ funds  specific 
Community regional "development  schemes,  the  broad lines cf lrlhich  h;;.vo 
been defined by the  Community  in agreement  With the  rbmbeJr States concerned. 
In the period 1975-Sl,  the  ERDF',  under its quota section,  jointly fiz:;;.-:ncod. 
with  the  Member  3 taterJ  .159  tourist projects in r<::gl one:;  qualifying fvr 
regional  aid;  the.  t.o"t..al  inv-es·iment  was  481  million EcU.  'fhe  ERDF  aid 
was  69  million  ECU  br·oken  dc>wn  as follows: 
In the  case  of  projects relating to the  creation,  expansion or modei·nization - 30-
of accommodation - whether hotels,  hostelsv  rnote1slt  holiday villages 
or  camping  and  caravan sites- the  aid amounted  to 10  million  EGU. 
For projects of this kind,  the  :t<:RDF  can  contribute  v.p  to  2Cf{u  of  the 
investment  costs  as  long  as  this doeB  not  exceed  5o%  tJf  the  aid granted 
to each  investor by the national authorities; 
In  the  case  of infrastr-llcture  projects directly af;sociated  with 
*  tourism,  the  ERDF  contributed 59  million ECU  •  It can  provide 
up  to  3o%  of the  amount  contributed by the  public authorities to  a_ssist 
this type  of project.  The  rate is raised to  4C/0  in cases \<There 
the  project is of special  impcrtance for  the  development  of the  region 
(5o%  in the  proposals for the revision of the  ERDF).  This  category 
includes projects  such  as  the  follo\<~ing:  transpor·:;  infrastructure 
aimed  at opening up  the  region to tourist traffic (e.g.  on  the  rail;.;ays, 
the  provision of f'acili ties for  loading and  unloading motorail  t:rc::.lns, 
and  in harbour areas,  landing facilities ·to  accom...-nodate  tourist craft); 
the  layout of marinas,  stretches of water  and  rivers for boating; 
investments  to provide  sports and  other recreational  or cultural 
facilities for the  entertainment of tourists. 
For  a  project to be  eligi'bl~ for aid under  tbe  qllotc;.  section of the  ER:QF, 
it must  form  part of the  development  programme  for the  region.  The 
tr;msi  tion from  single project financing to the  financing  of infrastructure 
investment  programmes  and  systems  ot~ State aid  a.s  proposed.  in the 
reviuion  of  thf;;  ERDF  should  emphasiz~~ the  integration of these  projects 
wi  th::i.n  coheren-t  sets of tourist investment  prograrnmes~ 
With  regard to the non-quota section of  th.e  ERDF  ~  measures  aimed  at tha 
promotion  of rural  to1.trism  ·were  adopted  by the  Council  in  1980  in the  context 
of  t'tm  specific Community projects.  These  measures relate first· to the 
French regions  of  Aquitaine~ Languedoo-Rousillon  ~id Vudi-Pyrenees  and  the 
Me zzcgiorno  r-egions  of Italy17,  and  second - though differing slightly 
*  Multipurpose  projects not  concerned solely with tourism  such as the 
co-financing by the  ERDF  of the  Eret.on  motor~ay scheme  are not  included 
in this figure., - 31  -
with  respect to the  measures  described below - some  of  t~c frontier 
.  18 
areas of Ireland and  Northern Ireland 
IJ!le  aim  of these  specific contributions,  which  the  Commission  has 
suggested  should  be  increased. in the  context of the  revision of the 
ERDF;  is to develop  any  local  potential  which is still ur.der-used. 
Tne  Mediterranean  regions,  for  instance,  have  important assets 
in their climate  (sunshine),  geography  (sea and  landscape)  and  culture 
(history and architecture).  These  advantages are  put  to little use 
owing  to the  inadequacy of accommodation in both quantity and quality 
and  the  lack of drive  in promoting tourism9  advertising tourist 
attractions  and  managing the  accommodation  oapacities.  In  view of 
the  advantages  enjoyed by the  coastal areas and  the need for  a  more 
balanced development 9  the  Community  effort is directed to the  promotion 
of rural tourism,  in particular: 
the building of conversion of  smaller hotels .and  the  provision of 
rural  P.ccommodFl.tion  and  camping  or caravan sites.  Unlike  the 
EAGGF  project  considered below,  this project  can involve  farmers, 
craftsmen  and  indeed  c.ny  occupational  group"  Where  the  investments 
are  linked with  agricultural activitiesv  the  aid may  be  as  much  as 
5o%  of the investment  aid granted from  public fw1ds.  In other cases 
there is an  additional 1imit of  30%  of the  investment  cost; 
the  setting-up and  development  of  common  services  or bodies responsible 
for  promotion  and  adYer"tising~  tourist activities and  the  coordinated 
management  of  accow~odation capacities.  In regions  where  the distribution 
of tourist traffic is heavily weighted in favour of the  coastal  areas, 
these bodies  can be  made  responsible  for  projects  aimed  at restoring the 
balance.  For instance  0  they  can be  givem  the  task  of organizing tours  1 
holiday camps  or country-life classes.  For operations  such  as  these,  Community 
aid  can  be  granted to  covf.lr  part  of the  running costs  of  the  common  services 
or bodies.  The  aid is on  a  declining scale  over three yearsP  and  can  cover 
7Cf/c  of the  coats for  the  r"irst year,  though it must :not  e:r~ceed  55%  of 
the total costs over  the  three years; 
the setting-up of facilities  and  infrastructure directly related to  the 
development  of  to:.tri am,  including recreational  and  cultural activities 
(aid 50%  of public expenditure); - 32  -
the  development  of trwtsport undertakings to  enable  tourists 
staying on  the  coast to  reach  inland tourist  areas  more  e~sily 
and to handle  the  outings associated with holiday camps  and 
country-life classes.  In  the fi;st year,  Community  aid may  be 
as  much  as  50%  of the  public contribution to the net  operating 
costs of the  transport  services.  It is' spread  over three  years 
on  a  declining scale. 
In the  proposal it sent  to the  Council  on  26  Octobe.r 1981  for  amending 
the  ERDF  Regulation  the  Commission  set out  certain provisions  affecting 
tourism.  In its quota section,  the  ERDF  should  concentrate  on  the 
regions  seriously affected by structural underdevelopment:  the  Greek 
regions  other than Athens  and Thessaloniki, ·the Italian  II'J:e zzogiorno, 
Ireland,  the  assisted areas  of the United Kingdom  in Northern Ireland, 
Scot  land,  Wales  and  the north-west  of England,  Greenland  and  the 
French  overseas departments.  For these  regions~ moreover,  provision 
is made  for the  ERDF  to operate  more  flexibly in the  quota section by 
financing  schemes  designed  to develop  the  inherent potential of  the 
regions.  Here  explici-t  reference is made  to rura.l  tourism,  and  aid 
can  be  assigned  to  the  operating costs of bodies  concerned with its 
promotion  and  with  the  coordinated management  of accommodation  in much 
the  same  w~  as  was  outlined earlier in connection  with the non-quota 
section;  it can  cover  7afo  of  the  costs for the first year,  but  must 
not  exceed  55%  of the  total costs  over the  three years. 
Other projects are being prepared.  For  instancev  in its communication 
to the  Co unci  1  of'  23  October 1981  on  the  Mediterranean  programme·  a 
proposed in connection with  the  manda.te  of  30  May  1980~  the  Commission 
suggested  as  ons  possible  scheme  a  more  vigoroue  development  of tourism, 
especially in rural areas.  The  current thoughts,  which  should  restil  t 
in formal  proposals before  the  end  of the year  r  are  tending  to1t1ards 
strengthening interest  in  developing  those actions  which  improve 
a.ccommodation  capa.c:Lties  and  tourist  initia.tives  in rural areas. 
'rhe  EAGGF  Guidance Section  can  a.id  the  development  of tourist activities 
that  complement  agricultural activities within  th<:.  framework  of the 
;;.grj_cu.l turai.  stn1etures  pol icy and  on  the  bas is  of tbe  socio-structural 
Directiv·esv  thrEH3  of Hhich  t.;ere  adopted  in  1972  and  one  in  1975. - 33-
The  three basic Directives of  1972 are  interd.ependent,  their 
objective being to enable  a  large number  of farms  to  achieve 
profitability by  \~ay of structural improvements.  Directive  72/159 
relates to  the  moderni~ation qf farms19  Directive 72/160  lays down 
measures  to encourage  the  cessation of farming  and  the  reallocation 
of utilized agricultural  area for the  purposes of structural 
improvement20•  Lastly,  Directive  72/161  is concerned with  socio-economic 
21 
guidance  and  the acquisition of occupational skills by farmers  • 
Though  Community aid in the  context  of Directive 72/159  relates 
only to agricultural investment  in respect  of farms  with  a  development 
plan 1  and  excludes  investment  in.  the rural habitat,  the  Member  States 
are authorized to aid investment in the habitat  and  thus ·to  encourage 
investment directed to  the  development  of rural tourism. 
Directive 72/161,  on  the  other hand.,  can make  a  real contribution to 
rural tourism.  It requires Member  States to  launch  schemes  to 
encourage  the  vocational  advancement  and  adaptation of farmers  and 
faTmworkers 7  both hired and  family members.  Under  th~s Directive, 
the  Member  State can obtain Community  aid to organize  training courses 
for farmers  wishing to take  up  work  in connection \Uth tourism as  a 
sideline. 
Directive 75/268  relates to mountainous  and  other less-favoured regions 
where  "'art.icularJ.y unattractive working conditions give rise  to  a  mass 
exodus  of  the  local inhabitants  P  resulting in the  abandonment  of farmlc::.nd 
and  the depopulation of the  area.  Under  the Directive  the  less-favoured 
regi.ons  may  be  given  a  larger slice of investment  aid and  an  annual 
indemnity proportionate  to their permanent natural handicaps with a  view 
to improving the  economic situation of the  inhabitants and keeping  them in 
the  area.  By  carrying on  with their agricultural  workp  they  can help 
to mai.ntain  the  economio fabric of the region and protect the  environment22 
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This  Di reeti  ve  provide:::  expn;ssly for financial  aid to develop  f~·rm 
tourism  and  the  craft trades:  in the  less-favoured agricultural areas 
with tourist potential,  investments carried out  on  a  farm under  a 
development  plan with  a  view  to  tollrism or craft trade  actj.vi ties 
can  be  encouraged up  to an  amount  of 12  000  ECU  with  Community 
participation in the  financing. 
Along  with these direct aids to  farm  tourism,  there is the indirect 
effect  of projects carried out in the  conte'xt  of the  socio-structural 
Directives.  Persons  who  give up  farming under  the  provisions of 
Directive  72/160  can  take up tourist work,  and the  land  released by 
them  can  be  used.for parks 9  relaxation areas  or  spo~ts and  recreation 
grounds,  thereby increasing the  attraction of the  rural  areas for 
tourists.  As  mentioned  above,  Directive 72/159  allows  Member  States 
to assist the  development  of  a  farm  for the  purposes  of  tourism in 
parallel with  modernization  subsidized by the  EAGGF.  Directive 75/268 
requires Member  States to undertake  investment  in infrastructures  and 
territorial improvements  in the  mountain  regions  and  other less-favoured 
regions.  This  scheme~  together with  the  indemnity payable  to less-favoured 
farmers  are essential to maintain agricultural activity in these  regions 
and  to  create suitable conditions for farm  tourism. 
Similarly,  specific programmes  directed at the  Mediterrw1ean regions  and 
certain other less-favoured regions  include  measures  for the  development 
of rural infrastructure,  thereby helping to  create  the  right conditions 
for  the  economic  development  of the  areas  concerned  and indirectly to 
promote  tourism. 
Aaide  from  the  indirect effects of the  socio-structural Directives  and  the 
common  agricultural policy in general,  the actual  support given to farm 
tourism,  as it appears in reports from  the Member  States,  is very slight.  It 
is true  that  the  Commission  has  no  exact  information  on  the  allocation  of 
investment  funds  by the  member  countries,  As  we  saw in the first part  of this 
reportp it is certain that  some  of  them  are  making  an  effort of their  o~n - 35-
in connection  with  the  rural habitat  and  farm  ·tou:d.sm,  whilst  reserving 
Community  financial  aid for s·trictly agricultural  investments~ especially 
as  the latter is subject  -to  a  time  limit. 
The  fact  remains,  however,  that as yet little use is being made  by 
the  Member  States of  the  existing Community  instruments to  promote 
farm  tourism.  If we  are  to encourage  the  development  of tourism in 
the  countryside,  it might  be  as  well  to  draw the  attention of  the 
farmers  concerned to the facilities offered,  within the  framework 
of the  common  agricultura.l policy,  by Directives75/268/EEC  and  72/161/EEC. 
It should be  borne  in  mind  that  the  approach  adopted by  the  Community 
in its policy on  agricultural structure is to offer farmers  solutions 
which  can  helo  them  i~crease their  incomes. 
The  development  of tourism as  a  sideline for farmers  can  be  assisted by 
various  schemes  depending  on  the  particular circumstc-.nces  in the  region: 
publicity drives and  information for the  public  on  existing fa.cili ties 
for  accommodation  among  the  farmers;  feasibility studies  on  the restoration, 
improvement  and  conservation of the  rural  environment  characteristic 
of different regions;  an analysis  of the  requirements  and wishes  of 
f~'.rm tourists to enable  farmers  to adjust their offer and  modify their 
accommodation. 
Lastly  P  it need.s  to be  pointed out that,  although the  common  agricultural 
policy0  pursuing the  prime  objective of maintaining agriculture,  creates 
the essential basic conditions for rural  tourism to prosper,  there is 
also  a  need for  a  general infrastructure  (roads,  electrification,  water 
supplies,  etc.) and for actual tourist facilities  such  as restaurants, 
recreational facilities»  camping  and  caravan sites and the  like.  Hence  the 
aids afforded by the EAGGF  and the ERDF  must  be  properly coordinated by the 
Member  States and the  Commission  with  a  view to  the  development  of tourism 
in promising areas. - 36  -
VI.  SAFEGUARDING  THE  EUROPEAN  HERITAGE  AND  TOURISM 
Nature  and  its cultural  heritage constitute Europe's  tourist  resources. 
A comparatively  small  geographical  area  contains  a  vast  variety of 
climates,  landscapes,  monuments  and  historic sites.  These 
landscapes  and  these  .  historic  and  artistic  monuments  are  the  magnet 
for  millions of  tourists  every  year.  They  are  not  simply  our  heritage 
but  resources  which  must  be  jusbanded  for  the  future. 
Pollution and the destruction of the  environment  are two  of the 
greatest barriers to  tourism~  Hence  Community  measures to  pr-ott:ct  the 
environment  cannot  but assist tourism.  Since  1973,  the Council  of 
Ministers has  adopted  63  legal  instr1..i.ffients  concerning water  c=md  air 
pollution,  noise,  wa.ste 1  chemica.l  p!'oducts  and  the protection of nature. 
Although all these mea.Sl.lX'es  a.rs  designed to  improve  the  environment  for 
everybody,  some  are  of particular concern to  tourism~  Examples  are 
the  direc·~ives on  th•:t  quality of  bathi~.g \"later  and.  wa.ter  and air 
pollution,  and  noisee 
The  Com1cil  Directive of 8  December  1975,  which  lays dov.n  qua.li  ty 
8tand.a.rds for running and  still fresh wa.ters  and  sea water \-Jhere 
bathing is authorized or permi  tted23  is particularly important for 
tov.rism.  Since the main  aim  is tha.t  bathing wa:te'r  should. not  be 
polluted by  sewage~  the Directive sets minimuJU  standards for  such 
oiater  and  provides for  checks  on  ba,cteria which  tra.r~smi  t  infectious 37 
diseases.  Besides bacteriological purity,  other quality criteria, 
such as the appearance of the water and its acceptability to bathers, 
are of importance for tourismo  The  1975  Directive deals with this 
aspect by  providing for the  control of substances giving taste,  odour 
or an unpleasant  colour to water  such as phenols  m1d  hydrocarbons 
which infiltrate bathing water from  chemical plants and oil refineries 
situated on coasts or near rivers and  canals. 
For these water qua1ity  sta.."'lda.rds  to be  achieved and maintained, 
pollution must  be reduced  and this is the aim  of other Community 
directives.  A Council  Directive of 4  MaiY  1976  on  pollution caused.  by 
certain dangerous  substances discharged into the aquatic  environment 
of the Community24  seeks to check the deterioration of the quality of 
water by prohibiting or limiting the discharge of toxic  substances on 
a  "black listn or a  "grey list01 •  There  are  a  number  of other 
Community  directives designed to  reduce water pollution "1hich  are 
therefore of interes·t to  tourismo  The  most  important  are that of 
22  November  1973  on the approximation of the  laws of the Member  States 
relating to detergents25  and  that of 20  February  1978  on  the progressive 
reduction and eventual  elimination of pollution of the  sea by waste 
from  the titanium dioxide industry26• 
Although  a  great deal  of  sea pollution is caused b,y  waste  from 
land-based sources,  another important  source is shipping.  The 
pollution of the Breton coast  early in 1978 ·qy  the wreck  of the 
supertanker  fl~oco Cadiz is still fresh in ever,yone's mind  and  in an 
attemp·t  to forestall  such catastrophes the Council  set up  a  Community 
action programme  in June  1978  on the control  and  reduction of pollution 
caused by hydrocarbons discharged at  sea27. 
Clear~ pollution of the  sea is not  something that the Community  can 
:fight  alone - it requires international aotion8  Consequently the 
Community  negotiated accession to the Bonn  Agreement  of 9 June 1969 38 
for Cooperation in Dealing with Pollution of the North  Sea by Oil  and 
on  17  Mey  1980  signed the  Athens Protocol for.the protection of the 
Mediterranean  Sea against pollution from  land-based sources. 
protocol 1  which  forms  an annex  to the  Barcelona. Convention of 
This 
16  Februa..ry  1976 for the protection of the Mediterranean  Sea against 
pollution aims  to clean up  the whole  sea gradually  by limiting 
pollution and  so is of vital  importance to  countr:i.es vlith Mediterranean 
coastline  so 
Preventing the pollution of bathing waters is not  -the  only area in 
wh:i.ch  the CommunityVs  work  on the environment  i.e particularly relevant 
to  tourism~  There has  been  a  whole  series of directives  on air 
pollution~  a  particularly acute problem in urban  areas~  which  have 
imposed  increasingly strict limits on  exhaust  emissions from  motor 
vehicles  and  so  helped keep the air in tourist.  regions breatha'ole. 
'l'he  Directive of  15  J"uly  1980  on air quality  sta:ndards for  sulphur 
d.iox:i.de  ( so
2
)  and  suspended pa..rticula.tee  (black  smoke )28  together  v-Tith 
a  n.:n::olution  on  tra.ns"bounda.ry  air pollution by  these pollutant  s29  and. 
the  Directive of  29  J"une  1978  on the reduetion 0f  lea-."!.  (a substance 
30  whic:h  is ha.rm.fu1.  -t.o  h111nan  hee..ltr~ in petrol  are pa.:cttcula.rly 
important  in this context. 
Turning finally· to  th£~ fight  against  noise~  ~orhish 1r.ey  a.J. eo  be  damaging 
to  tcru.rism~  a  Council  Directive of  6  Fehr-ua.ry  ~970,  amended.  in the 
light of technical  progress in 1973  and  ·198·J  ~  fb:ed.  permissible  sound 
levels for various categories of ruoto:r  vehicles31
1  the Directive of 
23  November  1978 dealt  wi  t.h the perm.issi  ble  sound  level  cf 
motorcycles32  and  that of 20  December  1979.  concer:ried  noise emissions 
:from  aircra.ft33 ., 
'I'urning to the protection of flora and  fa:una,  a  d:b::ective  has  been 
adopted on the protection of wild biros34  and  ·work  on  identifying and 
protect:l.ng their habita;ts is in progresso Although Community  measures  on the protection of the  environrnent  are of 
assistance to tourism,  tourism must  also take environmental 
considerations into account  o  Besides  combating pollution and 
nuisances,  Community  enviror~ent policy is also  concerned with the 
wise  management  of natural resources as a  foundation for  economic 
d.evelopment  and  the  improvement  of living condi  tionso 
The  draft  Action Programme  of the European  Communities  on the Environment 
(1982-86), approved by the Commission  on 28  October  1981  and  sent to the 
Council  explicitly mentions the fact that greater attention must  be 
paid to environmental  considerations in the development  of tourist 
and  other activities. 
The  logical  consequence  is that  both the actual work required and  the 
effects of planned tourist activities as such in any future  large-scale 
tourist development  will first  have to be  considered from the point 
of view of their environmental  impacto  Similarly,  a  prior assessment 
of the  impact  of any large public or private project  on the natural 
a.nd  man-made  environment,  and  hence  also on tourism,  will have to be 
made.  This  assessment is provided for in the proposal for  a  Council 
Directive  concerning the assessment  of the  environmental  effects of 
certain public  and private projects which  was  adopted  by  the 
Commission  on  16  June  1980  an~. sent to the Council for  a  decision. 
In this connection special  stress must  be  laid. on the effects of. 
camping and  caravaningo  In the interests of the  environment,  the 
locaJ.  inhabitants,  other tourists and  the  campers  and  caravaners 
themselves~ measures must  be taken i;o  1 imi  t  camping and  caravaning 
to  approved  sites and to  stop  such sites being opeDed  in areas of 
natural  beauty  considered to be  valuable parts of the national or 
. Cormn-w1i ty heritage., 
It is also obvious that  any real attempt  to take  environmental 
considerations into account requires a  "common  language"  both for use 
by  those who  have  to make  socio-economic development  choices  and to 
enable ·the public to take part in the decision-making progressc  '!'his - 40  -
is why  the Commission has  adopted  a  methodological  approach to the 
gradual  implementation of  a  Eu.ropea:n.  information  system  01~  the  state 
of the  environment  known  as  "ecological mapping'f  which will provide 
information at  Community  level·using a  standard presentation on five 
target areas:  landscape  a;nd  nature~ land,  a.ir  f  ·water  a.nd  na·tural 
hazards.  This willr  for  exaillplei  permit.  the identification of areas 
which are particularly important or rare from  a  Community point  of 
view  and  of  ecologica~ im'ba.lances requiring action at European level. 
Because  of the delicate balance of their environments  and  the many 
pressures they  suffer as a  result of human  activities,  especially 
tourism~ the Commission regards  coastc-.1  and  mountain area.s  as 
particularly  important~  The  Corrumini  t;y- plans to deal  with them in 
two  main  weys:  "by  designing its Etectoral  policies  (e.g~ its 
agricultural  and regional polici.es)  to take  account  of the 
environmental factors pec:ul:i.a..:o:·  to  "these  area.s  and  by preparing 
manuals  or action guides to  make  ava.ilalJle to all those concerned 
with the management  of these regions the full range of knowledge  and 
experience a.v:cdlable  in the Member  States.  A.s  far  as  coastal regions 
are  concernedv  Gomnn.1..ni ty action is based.  on the E1.u-opean  Coastal 
Charter which 1r;as  prepared in oooperat. ion with the  Cciru.YJ.:i.. s sion and. 
adopted  by the Conference of Peripheral  1>1a.ri time  Regions  C~f  the 
Europea..'1  Ccmmtmityr  Parliament  h.e.s  E'xpressed its desire to  see this 
progn.l!nro.e  implemented rapidly  i:n all coastal areas. 
example of ll'{ha.t  has been done  for  mou..nta.in  a.:c:::.as  is the ma."'lu.al  for 
ca:rrying out  studies of ·!;be  impact  of tourist  devfl1o:pment  on  such 
areas 1.Jhioh  has  ·been prepared in collaboration T>Ji th the  appropriate 
French  aclministrs.t:tve depsrtmenta  and.  a  number of  ~roperu-1 institutes. - 41  ·~ 
2.  The  architectural heritage and  tourism 
The  cultural heri  ta.ge 1  and particularly the architectural heritage,  j_s 
the basis  of much  international  tourism  in Europe.  Tourists  from 
outside Europe  come  to see  our civilization.  Architecture makes  an 
important  contribution to  the  European cultural  identity and  so 
represents  a  vital element  in  international  tourism  in this part of 
the  ~sorld.  As  such,  it is  a  valuable asset which  pays  considerable 
dividends  to many  areas  of the  Community.  If it were better 
known,  as  it deserves,  it would be better appreciated and better 
preserved for  future  generations  of Europeans both  as  a  repository 
of their culture and  a  source  of their wealth. 
Unfortunately a  large part  of  ~uropeis architectural heritage  is 
now  in  a  sorry state.  Formerly town  centres not  only housed 
craftsmen,  traders  and  the arts but  were  also high-class  residential 
areas;  now  they have  been  taken  over by public and private  offices 
and  ha11e  lost both  their natural social cohesion and  their social 
and  cultural life. 
These  testimonies  of Europe's historyr  wherever  they are accessible 
to the public,  in attracting visitors to areas  which  would not  other-
wise be visited by many.  They  can also be used to accommodate  tourists 
and  holidaymakers  and as  workshops  for  craftsmen.  Since  the  restoration 
and  preservation of old buildings  require  the skilled work  and services 
of such people,  an area of a  vaillage  could be restored with  the assistance 
of the  craftsmen who  live there and  so attract tourists who  would  come  to 
see  the  work  done  as well as  the  old buildings. - 42  -
It should  be  emphasized. that restoration and preservation work  and 
related activities are  some  of the most  labouz~intensive;  the present 
persistent  unemployment  makes  this particularly  j_mportant.  Res+,oration 
and.  adaptation for tourist purposes i·equire the skills of  a  team  of 
architects~  town  planners and  -tourist promotion specialists.  As  was 
pointed out  in a  study on the Communities  and the preservation of the 
architectural heritage which  the Commission financed,  -!;his  will help 
create jobs in the areas where  they are most  needed~ 
All  the  Cornnruni ty authorities have recognized th.e  importance  of the 
preservation of the European  cul  tv.ral  heritage.  First of all the 
Heads  of State or Government,  meeting  a..t  the  Ha.gu.e  Summit  in 
Decembe.r  1969  stated that they considered Europe to  be  an  "exceptional 
see.t"  o:f  cul  t1rre which had to be preservedo 
Mor·a  explicitly,  in its resolution of  17  M;zy  1977  on the continuation 
and  implementation of  a  European  Communi t.y policy and  action progra.IIL'1le 
on  the  environ;·nent r  the  Council  s-tated:  "Our  e,rchi  tectural  and natural 
heritage is a  Vno:r1nn:cenewa.ble;  resource of the Corr.ruur.d.t.y  Q  o  ~  and  the 
major physical manifestation of the cu1tural  and historical  identity 
of  Europeu~  It noted that this heritage was  threatened  v.ri th 
dete:d.oration and destruction and  considered that the  GoiJUllUXlity  shov~d 
ta.k.e  action35  ~ 
The  Commission  is  convinced  that  a  preservation  policy  i~plie=  giving  special 
attention  to  the  training or  restorers,  the  financ}ng  of  work,  the  taxing  of 
historic  houses  and  the  effect~ of  air pollution on  buildings. - 43-
'T'rw  ConuniRGion  rnpo·rt;  on the  e~rtaolishTnertt of the European  Four.dt:.tio:~ 
sen L to the European  Council  on  17  November  19Tf  stated that  one  a:irr, 
Hhich  the Foundation  could be  given  1r1as  the promotion  of tho  culttrec.tl 
aGpect  of tourism fol'  the  benefit  of the European  Cornn:nmit.'/•  In tlE 
Commisnion's  vieH,  thio  could  ·be  a  wey  of securing p·ublic  S"U!)por~:  for 
measures  to  prcuerve our artistic heritage.  The  report  aloo 
emphasized the  lH'!t:;U.  to  promote  joint' exhibitions  in musewns  and 
cultural centres in the Community  so that the citizens of "E:urope  ca.i"l 
. di.::;-~inguish theil'  common  links from amongst·the  t-feal th of their 
cultural diversity,  links which despite the adversities and  en.'llitica 
of their history make  them  joint inheritors.  L. 
The  Parliament  is particularly  interested  in  measures  to protect  the  European 
~M~tural  heritage.  In  its  resolution  of  13  May  1974,  it  stated  its concern 
atiout  ~~a  impoverishment  of  this  heritage  and  asked  the  Commission  to  propose 
mca::mref.;  to  approximate national  laHs  on  it:.:;  protection,  on  cooper;:ction 
in the  training of restorers and  on the setting up  of  a  fund  to provide 
financial  support i'or the most  urgent  restoration work.  In another 
l'eoolution passed  on  18 January  1979,  Parliament  regretted that the 
Commission had  not  taken action on its request for the creation of  n 
European F'unrl  for monuments  and  sites and  hoped that this ta.t:k  would 
be  assumed  by  the  European  Investment  Bc1.11.kq  It also  H:[;i,.:~dH.::d  special 
importance  to  tho training of  crafts."llen  uble to restore  ::1omunrmts  using 
trntlit.ional  trH.:hn:l.qur~a. 
The  Si1i'lr·,::;:  crmr,;·n,  :Jf  the  Cor-;rnunity  institutions  ·for  the  preservc;tiun  of  t(,e 
archit~cturaL  heritage,  comnar~tively little has  been  done  and  then  only  or1 
a  sr~all.  sc:·!e.  :O.'c·:~  actio:-1  h:1::  taken  the  form  of  financial  support  for 
uni·,.prsit-y  r:r"n!.""'·  spr!cial.izin9  in  preservation,  and,  t~hile  th·is  support 
should  be  ';or•:::nuNJ  Jnd  increasc.:J  in  the  fu.ture,  it  does  not  yet  cy·,st·itu~e 
il  Coinrnuni ty  pol icy  :m  the  presr>rvation of  its  historL:  buil.dings.  Conc2t'ted 
uct·ion  r:d  ch:  ::,Jnlll:unity  ·fund::;  should  be  envisaqed  for  the  financing  of 
r'C'::tor:Jt!.:Hl  wor~,e-;pecially  it"'  the  less  developed  reg·ions  of  the  Cor;,n:tmity. - 44-
Action  by  the European  Investment  Bank  (l!aB)  could  certainly  help 
achieve this.  In reply to  a  request  from  the  Commis::;ion,  the  }:'.a.nk 
stated in June  1980  that there was  no  reason why  it should.  not 
contrib11te to certain projects for the preservation of the  aJ::'chii.cci;u;:·.::.:. 
heritage provided they satisfied three conditions:  that they  i'iere 
genuine  investments  and.  not  simply routine maintenance;  tr.at  they  '>JO·:;J.1.i 
increase general  economic  productivity;  and  that they were  foulid  to 
be  eligible 1.mder  Article  130  of the Treaty of  Rome  - a  condition  >·rh:i.Gi1 
could  be  satisfied if the project was part of  a  progrrumne  to develop 
the tourist potential of  a  region. 
Besides  assistance from  the EIB and  the  Regional  Fund,  the  Social  Fur;o. 
could  also assist in the preservation of the architectural heritage. 
It has  already  contributed to the training of restorers and  tho::;G 
working  on  the preservation of historic or artistic rnonw~ents and 
build.ings  and  could  do  so  again in the future. 
It should  be  remembered  in this regard that Article  50  of  the 
Treaty of  Rome  requires the Member  States to  encouragct  Nithin the 
framework  of  a  joint proercunme,  t};e  exchange  of yfnmg  '\.Yorkerr>.  ~\..-'!  11se 
was  made  of tl1i.s  Article for  a  considerable time  ar;.(l  the  second  join·t 
programme  was  not  adopted  by  the Council until 1979.  'rhis provid  <:.:: 
for  short- and  loDg--term  exchanges  and  supplementary  aid  i'or  lr.u."lg-l~<J.,';e 
training for training periods of long duration.  Young workers  i!;J.v,:-: 
expressed  considerable interest in this proera.rnme  and  a.  growing l1umbcr 
of participants are from the  service sector1  particularly tourism. 
'.Phe  whole  question of developil',e a  coordinated  Community  apr:roac;:  t  J 
exclltll1C"CS  i11vol~·~~..l~(~  ,~fOlJng  people,  Ina..i:nly  those  bet.\  ..  ~et::_.n  14  .:-"'nci  28,  :!  :,.~. 
cm·rentl:r  i:oinr:;  rd11d.J.eli.  Thiu  approach  co1.JlU.  not  on1y  incJ1.;cir"  ~;:c 
hov;  thejr vnl.unLP';'  .,,:r•tic.t:<o  cr:uld  best  be  use-:-;.  1~·  ·,s  c,uit>.::  i ike\)'  t:L.:~: 
yom1g  un•'! tplo:•cd  ~-:r:r!:'!·rr>  ; n  tho  construction  and  rel;:;.\,r_J  ir;duotri c:r: 
co111d  find  5  n  !.lw  rcmtora.tion  of monuments,  tnms  aml  vill::Lgcs  in tnc 
G<-JHU:tunit,y  an  lnupi r:i. t!g  a.ctiv ity which  would  afforci  Lhcm  u:;;efu_1. 
a.ttrac:tiono of restored  cul tura1  propertyo  The  Comwir:sioil  inter.Ci  ~J  to 
Sf.md  a  commm1ica;tion  containing appropriate proposals  em  this suujcct 
to  i;he  Goun0H o - 45  -
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